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Reyes: Ladies and gentlemen, if you will take your seats, we’re about to begin. Thank you
very much, ladies and gentlemen. Good morning, muy buenos dias. My name is Estela
Reyes. I’m the Media and Public Information Officer for Centro De Salud Familiar La Fe and
on behalf of our Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Salvador Balcorta, thank you for being here this
morning and welcome to the La Fe Culture and Technology Center. Please, an applause for
yourselves, for joining us this morning. [applause] This morning we are very, very proud to
welcome the National Commission on Hunger and with that, I want to invite to the podium,
please, give a warm round of applause for one of the key organizers of this event, Mr.
Ruben Sanchez with the Texas Hunger Initiative. Thank you. [applause]
Sanchez: To all my compatriots at Centro De Salud Familiar La Fe, I thank you again for all
that you’ve done to organize this and I’m here at the local regional office with the Texas
Hunger Initiative but I will take no more time. I will give it, the floor, over to our, our
fearless leader from the Texas Hunger Initiative, Jeremy Everett.
Commissioner Everett: Thank you, Ruben. Thank you to the La Fe community, to El Paso
for hosting the Commission this week. We have had a tremendous visit. We’ve been able to
travel around New Mexico and around the El Paso area, visit Colonias, visit some tribal
lands and meet with many members of the community that are experiencing food
insecurity or hunger in a variety of capacities. You’ve instructed us, as a community, you’ve
made recommendations to us to be able to take back to Congress and so, we are grateful for
the time. We’re grateful for the time that you’ve shared with us this week. It has been a
tremendous week. We’re also grateful for all of you who are doing so much to lift up the
lives of people that are food insecure or living in poverty. You’re doing tremendous work
here.
I know in my role as the Director of the Texas Hunger Initiative, I’ve been taking a lot of
notes that I want to take back with me to Waco, so that we can do a better job of addressing
hunger and poverty in our state and but it’s always good to be with you. Thank you to
Ruben Sanchez and Daniel Valverde who run our Texas Hunger Initiative regional office
here in El Paso for the work that they’re doing and for taking us around New Mexico and
the greater El Paso community. So we are grateful to be here. We are grateful to have some
distinguished guests with us all day long. So we’ve been able to hear from food insecure
families. Now we’re going to be able to hear from people that have been working to address
the issue for many, many years and so we are grateful to have Salvador Balcorta, the legend
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of El Paso. We knew about Salvador in my work in San Antonio. I worked across the street
from a La Fe shop in San Antonio for many years. My kids were born in the community and
Juan kept me accountable in my time there. So please, send your greetings to Juan. We’re
also grateful to have Kathy Underhill, the Executive Director of Hunger Free Colorado.
They’ve been doing tremendous work in Colorado to address the issue of hunger and
poverty and so we’re going to be eager to hear from them. The way that today is going to
go, we have different people providing testimony throughout the day. They’ll be in pairs,
obviously. Each presenter will have 15 minutes to present ideas that they need, that they
feel like we need to take back to Congress on their behalf. Then after the presentations,
after both presentations, the Commission will have 20 minutes, we certainly wish we had 2
hours per presenter but have 20 minutes to ask the pair of presenters questions. Then we
will conclude for a very brief break and welcome in our next, the next folks providing
testimony for us. I want to remind everybody that everything that’s being said is being
recorded and transcribed. It will be made available to the public on the Commission
website it’s HungerCommission, www.HungerCommission.RTI.org. So all of this will be
made available to the public and also, those folks providing testimony will also be
submitting written testimony to the commission as a formal recommendation that will be
in the permanent commission record. So at this time, I’d like to introduce Dr. Mariana
Chilton, she is the Co-chair of the National Commission on Hunger and she’s going to talk to
you very briefly about the scope of our work and what we were appointed to do.
Chilton: Good morning, everyone, muy buenos dias. My name is Mariana Chilton. I’m from
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I’m the Co-chair of the National Commission on Hunger. The
National Commission is a bipartisan commission that was appointed by leaders in Congress
to address food insecurity and hunger in America and to advise Congress and the United
States Department of Agriculture on current solutions that are working very well and
innovative solutions that include public and private partnerships, faith-based approaches
and other types of approaches, along with having a close look at the Federal Nutrition
Programs and other types of assistance programs that can help to prevent hunger and also
treat hunger across America.
We are very delighted to be here in El Paso today. Thank you very much for coming. We are
very excited to be learning from you and learning from our, the people who are providing
expert testimony today. We have been traveling around the country to learn more. We’ve
been doing research with our staff, the Research Triangle Institute, RTI. Andrea is here to
listen in, and RTI has been helping us to make sure that we cover all of the bases, but we’re
also traveling around the country to hear from a variety of communities and to learn about
their struggles and about their solutions and that’s what we’re here for today. We want to
hear some solutions from each of you and we want to make sure that we can translate
those for Congress and that they can actually act on those through good policies and good
programming and good recommendations for the rest of the nation. We’ve traveled to New
York State, to Arkansas, to California, to New Mexico. Today we’re in Texas, then we’re
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headed back to DC and then onto Maine. The experiences that we’re learning about are
really tremendous. They have educated us and we know that we’re going to be missing a
lot, and there are many communities that we are not able to reach out to, to learn from
directly, but we are doing our best and we want to make sure that you all know about the
Commission and tell your friends and colleagues around the country about the National
Commission to inform us and to guide us as we make our recommendations to Congress.
Our report to Congress is due in the fall, in the end of October 2015, so that’s pretty soon.
We know that this report, once we can release it to Congress and to the United States
Department of Agriculture is not the end game. It’s not the end goal. The end goal is to
address and end hunger in America. So we need your help and your assistance in making
sure that the recommendations that we make and that you are recommending here can be
heard by Congress and also, that they take some good action and follow through with good
accountability and that’s why we’re here today also. We want to hear from you, your
recommendations and how we can hold our country and ourselves accountable to ending
hunger in America. So before we get started, each of the Commissioners are going to
introduce themselves and then I’ll turn it back over to Jeremy, who will be our facilitator
for the day. So again, my name is Mariana Chilton. I live in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. I’ve
been doing research on food insecurity and hunger with families with young children for
the past 15 years and I’m very delighted to be here today. So we’ll go from the left to right.
Dr. Frank?
Frank: Hi, I’m Deborah Frank. I’m a pediatrician from Boston. I have a very bad back, which
is why I sit so funny and I had the privilege of touring your wonderful clinic this morning,
which is just outstanding. So I’m very glad to be here.
Shore: I’m Billy Shore. I’m the Founder and CEO of an organization called Share our
Strength, based in Washington, DC. We focus principally on childhood hunger in the United
States. I would say like most of my Commissioners here, we really believe that the issue of
hunger in this, hunger is a solvable problem and so we’re eager to learn both about the
scale and magnitude of the problem but also about innovative community solutions.
Sykes: I’m Russell Sykes. I’m from upstate New York, outside of Albany. I am an
independent consultant working on hunger, health, nutrition and tax policy issues. Prior to
that, I was the Deputy Commissioner of New York state and ran the TANF Program, the
food stamp program, many of the programs that we’re talking about today and I’m
delighted to be in El Paso and hear from all of you.
Jamason: My name is Cherie Jamason. I am the President of the Food Bank of Northern
Nevada in Reno, Nevada. We provide direct food distribution to about 136 partner agencies
across all of northern Nevada, about 90,000 square miles and provide direct service
programs to particularly vulnerable populations, seniors, children, and food stamp
outreach. We are extraordinarily pleased to have the honor to hear you today, thank you.
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Everett: All right, and as I said before, I’m Jeremy Everett, the Director of the Texas Hunger
Initiative. Our headquarters is at Baylor University in Waco, Texas. We have twelve offices
around the state of Texas and certainly, we are grateful to our office here in El Paso for the
great work that they’re doing to address hunger and poverty. I want to introduce
everybody to Andrea Anater up front. She is going to be keeping time for us to keep us on
schedule today. So if you see her waving, that just means 5 more minutes and so if you see
her giving us dirty looks up here, that means that we’re being too inquisitive. [Laughter] So
we’re grateful for her work. She’s also the Project Manager for RTI, who’s been assisting the
Commission. This morning, we’re first going to hear from Salvador Balcorta, the CEO of La
Fe to tell us a little bit about what La Fe has been doing and to give us recommendations. So
Salvador, the floor is yours.
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SALVADOR BALCORTA
CEO, CENTRO DE SALUD FAMILIAR LA FE, INC.
Balcorta: [Speaking Spanish] How many of us would listen to the sorrow, the hurt, the
anguish, the pain, the palpitation that quickens until it goes insane? How many of us would
sit and listen? [Speaking Spanish] The passionate plea to let us be, to let us see an injustice
become justice and inequality become equality, a dishonor become the honor, a death
become life? How many of us would sit and listen to a cry of sorrow, to a cry of flight to
make things right? [Speaking Spanish] That leaps and rips your own heart [Speaking
Spanish] calls for war, a chore most of us would rather put aside, the injustice, the
inequality, the dishonor, the death that we must face. If the heart spoke, how many of us
would sit and listen to an angry, angry heart? Buenos dias, good morning. As you can see,
we’re not really here to talk to you about hunger. You’ve heard a lot about hunger. At La Fe
we’ve been talking about hunger for 48 years. We’ve been talking to Congress for 48 years.
We’ve been talking to the different legislators, not only in Texas but around this country
about hunger and the other things that poor communities lack. At La Fe we talk about
[Speaking Spanish]. We talk about our total wellness. We talk about how the categorical
dysfunctional system that we live in, that we have to abide to in this country, where we talk
about health and nothing else, where we talk about education and nothing else, where we
talk about hunger and nothing else. [inaudible] we’re to lead a separate life when we know
that all of them are intermingled. All of them are one. You get funding for education and
God forbid you, that you use it for health. You get funding for health and God forbid you,
that you use it for housing.
One of the first recommendations of La Fe would be that just that, that it is time for this
government and this system to get away from that categorical funding, to understand that
when people live in poverty, it’s not only hunger that affects them, and let me make it very
clear that we’re talking about hunger and this isn’t to be impolite or disrespectful but why
do we have to change and label things when we’re talking about hunger? You go out and
talk to our communities, you go out and talk to our [Speaking Spanish], you go out and talk
to our ghettos about food insecurities, and they’re going to look at you and say, “What the
hell are you talking about?” So why do we do that? Why? And then we get consultants that
get upset when they start hearing somebody like me talk and they show it to you with their
body language. So if you come from the valley or if you come from the street, if you come
from the gangs and somebody is showing you with body language that, “Oh, what is this
guy talking about? I’m a consultant. I’m earning a lot of money and he’s here, you know,
being impolite.” “Well, you’re being impolite.” You know, we run a charter school. I don’t
know if you went to see the charter school. It’s just across the street. We’ve attempted to
create a campus environment for our [Speaking Spanish]. We have an adult clinic. We have
a geriatric clinic. We have a child and adolescent wellness center. We have an adult basic
education school. We teach GED. We teach English. We teach citizenship. Believe it or not,
as you hear me and as you hear me talk about how our system has neglected us and how
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our system has failed us, we’re as patriotic as the next person. We love America. Our people
have shed their blood for this country. You know, when I’m in Washington, DC, and some of
the right-wingers and some of the conservative Republicans and yeah, sometimes some of
the conservative Democrats come to me and they say, “Wow, that’s kind of hard. That’s
kind of harsh. You know freedom is not free?” Hell, who better knows freedom is not free
than the Chicano community or the Hispanic community, Latino community, MexicanAmerican community, that you want to call it? If you research you’ll find Latino names from
the War of Independence on. If you mark our numbers in World War II, Korea, and
Vietnam, percentagewise we have more numbers than any other community.
So we know freedom is not free. Our ancestors, together with the Black community and
Chinese community and some of the other colored communities, laid the track from the
East to the West Coast and gave their lives laying those railroad tracks to unite the United
States. Our people continue to shed their blood, and when I say, “Our people,” it’s mostly
Latino, Hispano, Mexicano people in the fields. They’re the ones that bring the crops.
They’re the ones that bring the fruits. They’re the ones that bring the vegetables to our
table so that we can eat and guess what? They don’t eat. They don’t eat. You want to go and
tell Congress something? You tell Congress that it’s time for them to be equal, that it’s time
for them to let us come to the table and sit at the table but you need to stand up and be
harsh. You need to stand up and be forceful. You need to tell Boehner and all his people that
it’s time for them to start representing us and start doing legislation and start doing what
they’re supposed to do, not playing little games, not trying to knock every legislation that
the President of the United States brings up, not showing their internal racism because I
don’t care what people say, you know.
A lot of that stuff that’s going on America today isn’t because the President is too liberal. It’s
because the President is a man of color and we can’t stand that. We cannot stand that in
this country and all of that is tied into hunger. All of that is tied into hunger. We still do not
get represented the way we should. Everybody yells out, everybody is so happy that we’ve
become the largest minority in this country but what good does it do us if we’re the poorest
community, if we’re the least educated community, if we’re the community that works the
most and yet, earns the least? You talk about hunger. We’re the hungriest element in the
country. We’re not represented. Just look across your table. Look at each other. I don’t want
to disrespect anybody but which one of you is Hispanic? Which one? Why is there not even
one Hispanic or one Black in your Commission? It would be nice. It would be even better to
get somebody that’s gone through the hunger, right, not just read about it and again, you
know, I don’t want to disrespect any of you because maybe some of you have grown poor,
grown up poor but let me tell you what I tell, what I tell my staff and what I tell my staff is,
you know, we might have been hungry but just like a boxer, you just remember the hunger.
You just remember the pain. It’s real different than to be feeling it at the moment. I think
I’ve gotten my point across. We can talk about statistics. We can talk about percentages. We
can talk about numbers all we want to. You’ve got a lot of numbers. You’ve got a lot of
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percentages. What we need is for somebody to stand up in Congress and say, “This is what
the people are saying.” [Speaking Spanish] A child dies is forgotten without money, without
food, endurance didn’t cut it. Another child dies. He didn’t stand a chance and in this day
and age, it really makes no sense. Another child dies. He dies forgotten. [Speaking Spanish]
Another child dies and I can hear the cries, the pains, the screams of hurt. [Speaking
Spanish] Another child dies and I can hear the cries, a community reacting and questioning
the lies. A child that was refused the simplest of the simple and one can’t even cry as we bid
a sad goodbye. Another child dies and I can hear the cries, a community reacting and
questioning the lies. [Speaking Spanish] A child dies having been refused, abused by
assistance, neglect for life. A child dies, forgotten, without money, without food, endurance
didn’t cut it. Another child dies, he didn’t stand a chance and in this day and age, it really
makes no sense. If I speak to you harshly today, if I speak to you in a rough way, it’s because
almost 40 years, 45 years ago my granddad, who was my father figure, the best way I can
describe him is an Archie Bunker Mexican-American. America, love it or leave it. So when
his grandson became a leftist militant radical, you can just imagine how it was but, you
know, my granddad said, “I can understand what you guys are upset about. I can
understand what you guys are yelling about. I can understand what you guys are
protesting, but son, you’re 16 years old. You need to learn to have patience.” It’s been 45
years. The patience has kind of run thin. We’re tired, tired, like most of the communities of
color in this country. We ask you, if you do anything, whether you’re red or you’re blue, you
need to stand up and tell Congress, “Enough is enough.” Mucho gracias. [applause]
Commissioner: Thank you, Mr. Balcorta, that was very passionate and I think we’ve
got, it brings to mind how much weight we carry and so I appreciate your words.
Balcorta: Well, I’ve been in commissions and I know, I know how it is to be the messenger,
you know.
Commissioner: Right.
Balcorta: So by no means are we criticizing you guys. We’re criticizing the man up on the
Hill and those of you that know them personally need to rattle them and shake them a bit
because we do that at La Fe. We do it, you know. We’re real proud to only have 25% of our
funding that is government funded, 25%. As I’ve traveled around this country, it’s always
the other way around. It’s 75% government funded and maybe 25% yours. It’s 80% funded,
maybe 20% and that’s why in a certain way, we can stand up and speak out the way we do
because we’re not, we are not threatened with getting our monies cut.
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KATHY UNDERHILL
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, HUNGER FREE COLORADO
Commissioner: Right, right, well, thank you, thank you. Kathy Underhill, we’re
grateful to have you hear. Kathy is the Executive Director of Hunger Free Colorado
and we’re going to yield the floor to you. Thank you.
Underhill: How about if we just say, “What he said,” and call it a day. [Laughter] That feels
pretty appropriate. Thank you for the members of the National Commission on Hunger for
inviting my testimony today. I’m especially appreciative that I was invited here by Jeremy
Everett, since I’m married to an Aggie. I have to bring that up every time.
Commissioner: We do hold it against you.
Underhill: Yeah.
Commissioner: We do hold it against you.
Underhill: I know. I know. So as Jeremy said, my name is Kathy Underhill and I do have the
privilege as serving as the Executive Director of Hunger Free Colorado and it’s especially
meaningful for me to be in front of you today because I am one of the millions of Americans
that have been helped by the Food Stamp Program. I have been in the situation where I’ve
been hungry and have been in the situation where I needed to ask for help. So thank you for
including me. With today’s heat and being in Texas, I was reminded of a past summer
vacation with my husband, the Aggie, I’m going to see how many times I can throw that in
and—
So with today’s heat and being in Texas, it reminded me of a past summer vacation with my
husband, Randy, and two young children, Maggie and Becca, on Galveston Beach, where my
husband grew up. The girls began building sand castles close to the water’s edge and were
quite happy with themselves but after a time, the tide started to come in and the waves
started carrying away their sand castles a grain at a time. And of course, they didn’t notice
it at first and then once they noticed it, they were, you know, madly trying to add more
sand but I think everyone knows how that ended. It ended in tears and so I took the girls by
the hand and walked them down the beach for a little history lesson and I told them about
the hurricane of 1900, that utterly destroyed Galveston Island and then I showed them the
sea wall and I explained how they raised the grade of the island to protect it from future
hurricanes and I suggested that maybe they would want to raise their castles to a higher
grade and build a sea wall, too. Well, today as a nation, we need to raise the floor of our
expectations and invest in the infrastructure that will protect our families from disaster.
Our current systems leave too many people vulnerable to life’s hurricanes. As a country, we
tell ourselves tossing people life-preservers in the form of food donations is the best we can
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do but it doesn’t have to be that way. As the National Commission on Hunger, you are in a
position to help our country step up with ambition and show how building on the frame of
our current infrastructure would help protect us all. When millions of Americans are going
to bed hungry, they don’t need a life-preserver. They need a sea wall. We just have to
choose to build it.
To give you a sense of hunger in Colorado, we recently beta-tested a survey and, through
eight pantries in the Denver area, we connected with more than 600 people. The results
were eye-opening and illustrate both how important our emergency food system is but all
too clearly, how we cannot eradicate hunger. We learned that even though more than half
of the households have at least one, I’m sorry, we learned that even though more than half
of the households have at least one working adult, 78% visit the pantry weekly or monthly
and 58% have gotten help from that pantry for over a year. Despite the length and the
frequency of those visits, one-third reporting skipping a meal so that someone else in the
house could eat and nearly half reported going to bed hungry. The scale of Colorado’s
hunger problem is well beyond these 600 families, of course. We live in a state where 1 in 5
children and 1 in 4 working poor families may not know where their next meal is coming
from. The Federal Nutrition Programs are a bastion of hope and fortitude to these
Coloradans but without reinforcing them, enormous gaps will persist and children, parents,
and seniors will continue to go to bed hungry. Today I will talk with you about specific gaps
regarding two programs, the Summer Food Service Program and Food Stamps. We know
and know that these are intended to highlight both the need and feasibility of large-scale
investments that could take us leaps forward in the fight against hunger.
Much of our work at Hunger Free Colorado has been focused on increasing access to child
nutrition programs because children are most likely to live in hungry households. We
passed one of the country’s most aggressive mandates for serving breakfast after the first
bell and have seen participation jump by more than 1.7 million meals in the first year of
implementation. We’ve increased the number of after-school snacks at sites, and around
the state nearly 1.5 million meals were served last summer and that’s almost double the
numbers from 2009. These accomplishments are only possible due to the commitment and
action of organizations and communities across the state, state and county government
agencies, foundations, municipalities, nonprofit, community, faith-based organizations,
schools, school districts, corporations, local businesses, and countless community
members. Each rallied behind a shared vision and plan to implement viable solutions and
remove roadblocks to access. We and our partners continue to work in the same vein to
target high priority areas in outlying parts of Colorado, establishing new summer meal sites
and I’m really happy to report that there are now 31 summer meal sites in these target
areas. This is the far eastern plains, the San Luis Valley, the highest points of the Colorado
Rockies, and along the western slope but in many parts of rural Colorado, summer remains
the most difficult time for families and there is much more to do. The implementation of
innovative strategies and best practices was key to strong growth in summer meals in
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Colorado. During the summer of 2014 mobile feeding sites increased, you get the idea. I can
go on and on here. I share these stories of the work behind these initiatives and the strong
results because despite these enormous efforts, only about 1 in 10 kids who are eligible for
free and reduced lunch get a summer meal. We worry and we know that summer meals
may never work for these children or families at over 104,000 square miles, if you’re not
from Texas, that seems like a really big state. We have high concentrations of, you know,
pockets of people in the metro area, along the foothills, and a couple other places but the
vast majority of our state is rural. So many places in our state face high barriers to ensuring
all of our kids have the fuel they need to grow and learn in the summer, even in
communities with more than 100 kids who are eligible for free and reduced lunch, in one
census block there are often many reasons that a traditional or mobile site won’t work. For
example, rural Colorado kids are far less likely to live within walking distance to a site and
much of rural Colorado falls below the eligibility threshold of 50% of kids being eligible for
free and reduced-price lunch.
We were contacted just last week by a woman in Milliken, Colorado, which is north and a
little bit east about how her elementary school could serve summer meals. Her school’s 532
kids, 47% of them qualify for free and reduced [-price] lunch but this means they would
have to do a closed program. Without this barrier, hundreds of kids could benefit and even
in places that do meet that eligibility threshold, there’s the issue of the location of the meal.
Sometimes when they’re even sites are within a walk-able or bike-able distance, there are
barriers like highways and other unsafe obstacles to reach that summer meal site. And
even if you rule out the threshold and the individual barriers, it’s less likely that a rural
community will have a community organization that can support the planning and
implementation of a summer meal site. They have fewer facilities or vendors to make
healthy meals. All these reasons point to the inherent difficulties in tailoring the Summer
Meal Program to Colorado rural communities. Frankly, it’s unfair. It’s unfair that this leaves
a significant number of Colorado children unable to access the same resources as their
more urban counterparts, when 41% of Colorado’s children live in rural areas. So for these
reasons, I urge you to recommend the Summer Electronic Benefit Transfer [EBT] for
Children be made permanent, so that kids have year-round access to food, regardless of
where they live.
As I’m sure you know, the program has been rigorously evaluated by the USDA, the
Demonstration Project, and it shows clear results in alleviating very low food security. At
the same time, I urge you to recommend lowering the eligibility threshold for summer meal
sites from 50% to 40% so that more communities like Milliken have the option of offering
kids healthy meals. When we conducted that same food pantry survey, we found that only
half of the surveyed households have ever applied for Food Stamps. With more than onefourth thinking others needed it more than them. We run a statewide food resource hotline
and recently received a call from a 70-year-old widow living in a mostly affluent suburb of
Denver, who one day rode two buses and walked one-half a mile to a food pantry, only to
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be turned away empty-handed. This is sad because Food Stamps were designed to prevent
and eliminate hunger but instead have been turned into a political rhetorical device used to
further stigmatize low-income Americans. The reality is that Food Stamps invest in
hardworking families, children, and seniors because food fuels learning, productivity, and
better healthier lives. Protecting and strengthening Food Stamps would be an investment
in a stronger, thriving, in stronger thriving communities. The program serves as an
economic bridge helping people get back on their feet.
Most Colorado families and individuals on average, only use Food Stamps for 11 months,
according to the USDA, and a majority of able-bodied recipients in Colorado work, and
those unable to work, more than 300,000 children, seniors, and individuals who are
disabled are the ones most benefiting from the program. Every dollar matters to those
trying to make ends meet. When benefit cuts occurred in November 2013 because
Congress decided to rob Peter to pay Paul in the federal budget, we saw calls to our
statewide food resource hotline spike. We know that Food Stamps work, which has already
been discussed at previous hearings, I know. Rather than cutting a program known for low
overhead, few instances of fraud, and a history of helping Americans meet their most basic
needs, we need to streamline access and eligibility to Food Stamps. We know that our
emergency food system is a critical resource but it is currently being swamped by need in
our community. It is a less efficient system that duplicates our existing retail food
infrastructure.
The Food Stamp Program, when administered well at the state level, is a highly efficient
system. It allows families to use normal channels of commerce to select the food most
appropriate for their families, bringing, brings additional resources to our exiting food
retail infrastructure, while bolstering the capacity of smaller, rural communities to sustain
their local grocery stores. Food Stamps should not be used as a political football, instead,
robustly funded and interwoven with child nutrition programs, we could end hunger in our
great nation. Food Stamps are a sea wall. Food pantries are a life preserver. While members
of Congress are calling for cuts on entitlement programs, I can share from my own personal
experience that the last thing you feel when filling out forms, being interviewed and laying
your life open to another person, a stranger, is entitled. It’s the most humbling of
experiences.
In summary, I urge you all to consider a few specific measures as part of a larger effort to
protect our children, seniors, and all others who are battered by life’s hurricanes. To invest
in the infrastructure that will shield all of us from hunger because we are all at our best
when we have enough to eat, specifically, fully fund existing Federal Nutrition Programs,
especially Food Stamps, make summer EBT permanent, make the summer food service
program year round, and reduce the geographic eligibility threshold to 40% and design all
programs and policies with significant input from those you seek to serve. I could continue
on with further recommendations. I’ve been doing this work for a long time and it’s
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obvious to those of us on the ground what works and what doesn’t. My children were
caught by a surprise that their sand castles were being washed away. We are not. The data,
the facts, the stories are plentiful. We know what happens when the Food Stamp Program
is carried away grain by grain as it has been. A little cut here, a little cut there is simply not
acceptable. Those seemingly small cuts have a profound and real impact in our neighbor’s
lives. The real question that we need the National Commission on Hunger to answer is what
is the role of the federal government in ending hunger? I call for this bipartisan committee
to agree and publish their conclusions to this question because that question is the root of
everything you have heard, everything that you will hear during your time together. I
believe that the federal government should play the leading role. Now is not the time to
think small. Now is the time for you to think big and truly end hunger in America. My
America builds sea walls to save people from hurricanes. It doesn’t simply say, “If you live
on an island you get what you get and you know your risks.” It invests in its citizens and it’s
humane. I’m a pragmatist and I understand that we can’t have it all but can any member of
Congress come and walk a day in my shoes, look a hungry child or a hungry senior in the
eyes and still believe that Federal Nutrition Programs aren’t worth the investment? Do not
insulate yourself in ignorance. Hunger is here. We can solve it and we must. [applause]
Commissioner: Thank you, Ms. Underhill. That was fantastic. We appreciate your
time and effort and energy to come and speak to us today. At this point, we’re going
to open it up to the Commission for questions. The Commissioners have been
instructed that each Commissioner will have an opportunity to ask one question. If
we still have time, then we will ask some additional follow-up questions, so go ahead.
Commissioner: I think there was a really important link between your two
statements and I say that, Kathy, because I’m a little bit familiar with what you’ve
achieved in Colorado, which is very impressive and I took your comments, Mr.
Balcorta to really be a plea for Congress to act instead of just talk about this and that
requires [a] kind of the political will that you’ve both alluded to. You’ve had some
success, Kathy, at the state level in creating that political will and I wonder if you
have some advice for us or can give us just a little bit of the back story of how that
might translate on a national and on a federal level what strategies enabled you, for
example, the school breakfast legislation that you mentioned, which was really
landmark legislation. There had to be some strategies that helped raise that issue up.
Underhill: I think the first piece is us having the resolve that failure is not an option, that
we’re going to get this legislation passed. We did a solid ground game initially to increase
school breakfast going kind of school-by-school or district-by-district and had double digit
increases in participation but we knew to meet our goal, it would take legislative action. We
began with bipartisan support of the bill as the session devolved, as I call it, or evolved, you
know, things become more polarizing, but for us, it really was about building a big tent but
being very clear about what we were willing to compromise on and what we were not, and
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having data and having facts and having people that are impacted by the issue coming to
testify and really having legislators understand what this means to their constituents and
their families was a critical thing. And we are, you know, people say Colorado is a purple
state and I disagree with that. We are a red state and we are a purple state but we have
very little purple, I mean, red and blue, very little purple.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Underhill: Does that answer?
Commissioner: Yes, thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you very much and Mr. Balcorta, I take no umbrage at your
passion and your harshness. I think even if we might disagree, I think we’re all
impatient with the government’s inefficiency. I would, I’m very impressed with the
wellness approach you take here at the clinic and wedding the issues of nutrition to
health. Obviously, there’s a lot of spillover effects when children have bad eating
habits and other things, and become obese and perhaps diabetic and I’d like to just
hear a little more about how you’re trying to start at a very early age to try to
address those issues.
Balcorta: In a very aggressive way, Mr. Sykes. Mr.? Dr.? You know, I think like anybody that,
that has poor communities, it’s not only the issue of hunger that we’re having to fight but at
times, the issue of indifference with some of our communities, you know, the issue of, you
know, we, we stand up and call for Congress to pay attention to what’s going on but
sometimes in cities, in communities, you’ve got neighbors not paying attention to what’s
going on with their neighbors and not wanting to get involved, you know. Wellness has
been an issue that La Fe has been involved with, believe it or not, almost since our founding
years, you know. Our parents, mostly our moms, you know, when they wanted to take us
out of the gangs, when they wanted to take us out of the violence, out of the death, out of
prison, you know, they were wanting for us to get involved in sports, wanting for us to get
involved in exercise. Boxing was like a really big thing and that’s wellness, you know. That’s
preventing you from getting involved in ugly, you know, ways of life. For us at the school,
for example, has been real hard at times with the children that are obese, at times with the
children that are not eating properly, all you need to do sometimes is, I’m going to get in
trouble with this one, look at their parents, and their parents are following the same route
and so therefore, when we start to want to exercise the child but want to pay attention to
what he’s eating during breakfast and during lunch, guess who the first ones that come in
and start, you know, getting upset at us are? It’s their parents, you know. So we decided
that we need to start our education programs throughout the community and with or
without people needing it, and getting the people that are following a good diet, a good
wellness track, a good exercise program, getting them to almost be promoters with their
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neighbors, getting them to be the initiators with their neighbors instead of us, as
professionals, trying to push it on them, getting their peers to push it. And we’ve seen that,
that wellness among peers is almost like a weight, let’s call it a weight, that starts to be
pushed among each other and then it gets with some of our middle-aged women, it gets to
be almost like a challenge and like a competition. So there’s going to be afternoons where
this auditorium is full of not only people from the neighborhood but professionals that
come in like from the courthouse or even our staff members and that, you know, that
pushes a lot of influence. When our poor moms see that some other folks are coming in to
not only exercise but to help them out, that helps us a lot with our wellness programs.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you so very much for your honesty and straightforward
delivery of the things about which you dream for your children.
Balcorta: That’s not what my staff had written for me, okay? [Laughter]
Commissioner: We won’t blame them.
Unidentified: That wasn’t what his staff wrote for him. [Laughter]
Commissioner: Tell us a little bit about the alliance between healthcare providers
and federally qualified healthcare centers and the work of anti-hunger and the
government as an alliance. How do you see that? What is your vision for that kind of
an alliance in this community and across? You have set such a high bar here, it’s a
model for other communities and if you would talk about that a bit, please, that
would be great.
Balcorta: Well, you know, we’re involved with National Council for La Raza. As a matter of
fact, you know, I was part of the leadership team of National Council for La Raza for
10 years before I got sick. I’ve been sick for 4 years, you know. I just started to walk about 4
months ago but I’ve been in a wheelchair for almost 4 years and so that stopped me from
traveling a lot but my staff goes out and travels and they’re involved with National
Association of Community Health Centers, Texas Association of Community Health Centers,
like I said, National Council of La Raza, American Public Health Association, almost all the
major organizations and again, you know, there’s been a spillover from our government’s
policy tack and our government’s way of thinking in the categorical fashion that when you
go to community health center meetings, federally qualified health center meetings, a lot of
them tell you, you know, “I don’t know why you guys are involved in all of this, you know.
We’re here to provide health and that’s it.” And when you tell them, you know, “Well, you
know, hunger’s part of health. Housing is part of health, you know. Education is part of
health,” they go like, “No, you know, we don’t want to get involved in that.” We’ve gotten
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some of them to now start getting involved, you know. In Texas, we’ve got at least ten
community health centers, federally qualified health centers, in San Antonio, in Houston, in
Dallas, in Austin, that have followed the trend, you know. We’ve got now community health
centers in San Francisco, California, in San Diego, in Washington, DC, in Denver, in Seattle
and Chicago. A lot of them we formed almost like informal alliances sharing with each
other, you know, what we’re doing, sharing with each other. Some of them, you know, at
least three of them, we’ve helped them transition from being a neighborhood health center
to becoming a federally qualified health center and that’s why we established the Policy
Center in San Antonio, but man, we got hit big time with just the establishment of a center
outside our city and especially, when they found out that we were going to do a Policy
Center in San Antonio and one in San Diego, you know. The national organizations got a
little bit, not upset but a little bit paranoid in the sense of are they trying to start a national
organization and by no means, were we threatened to do that. We were just trying to see if
we could share some of what we’ve been doing.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you both for incredible testimonies. Mr. Balcorta, I want to
help you have you help us clarify something. You have a wonderful example here of
what one-stop shopping is as we were told as we walked around, which is a highly
effective model but when you talk about the problems with the categorical system,
we have heard other people recommend block granting and I don’t know if you see
any dangers to that or whether you think that’s really what you’re talking about
because I think we need to be really clear in our recommendations when people say,
“We should block grant SNAP.” We’ve heard that. Most places we’ve heard, “For
goodness sake, don’t do that,” and I really think it’s very important to get clarity from
you on this.
Balcorta: I think like I said, like I said with hunger and food insecurities, you know, we’re
just playing games with names, you know. Block granting is just the same as categorical
granting, if you stop and think about it, you know. And I think it’s not to criticize the
individuals that are asking for block granting. I think individuals that are asking for block
granting have now been so ingrained that that’s the only way that they’re going to get
money, that, you know, they’re real good at what they do and so they want to be sure that
some of the money goes to them. You’ve got to also understand that as much as I criticize
categorical funding and block granting, it’s going to also create more of an oversight when
you just allow monies to be, you know, sent in and for people to use the monies as they
need it because a lot of times you’re going to have organizations that are not capable of
doing that. So, you know, it’s got to be done and I don’t know if Ms. Underhill disagrees with
that, it’s got to be done in a very phased-in fashion and in a very careful fashion because,
you know, I mean, believe it or not, years ago I would criticize not-for-profits that hadn’t
been doing anything for 15, 20 years, you know. The only thing that they had done is, you
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know, when their children grew up, involve them as staff members. When they got married,
involve their partners as staff members and that’s the only way that organization had
grown, you know. As we talk about doing away with categorical funding and as we talk
about allowing organizations to build capacity, you also have to be willing to stand up and
stop some of the organizations that are literally just mismanaging monies and not allow,
and not doing what they’re supposed to, you know. It’s a big difference to have been around
48 years and just have an organization that just grew up as opposed to having an
organization that has blossomed and grown, you know. A lot of us grew up in this
organization, you know. Some of us started at the age of 14 in this organization, so that’s a
long, long time, you know. We were youth being outreach workers. We were youth, you
know, being involved in community organizing. When we took over the leadership of the
organization, the organization had been around for 25 years and it was one clinic, a $3
million budget and 70 employees. Well, if you take a look at that and if you truly oversee it
and audit it, $3 million for 70 employees and for one clinic is a pretty good chunk of change,
yet they were asking for employees to work four weeks out of the year, one day four weeks
out of the year for free because they weren’t making it. So I don’t know how that can be,
you know. We took that organization in that manner and today we’ve got a $26 million
organization with 22 sites and 450 employees. I mean, it’s a big difference from the first 25
years to the second almost 25. So you’ve got, I think you’ve, to answer your question, no, I
don’t think that, I think that I wouldn’t agree with giving out block grant monies.
Commissioner: We have time for one more question.
Commissioner: One more question. Thank you very much for your testimony, Mr.
Balcorta and also Kathy Underhill, thank you. Mr. Balcorta, I think the beautiful work
that you’re doing across the state and really across the Southwest is a testament for
why we need, why do we need to fix the systems when we have people like you and
leaders like you, who are investing community dollars and doing communityoriented approaches, why should we fix the systems? And then I’d like you to unpack
for me what you really meant when you said, “The system has neglected us, the
system has failed us”? What does that mean?
Balcorta: Well, you know, if, first of all, it’s not Balcorta, it’s the team that Balcorta has put
together and it’s the hits that that team gets as we’re talking around the country and
sometimes, ironically, where we don’t even want to show people, you know, what we’ve
done because people leave with that idea that, you know, “Well, he’s saying that they’ve
been neglected. He’s saying that they’ve been abused. He’s saying that they haven’t been
paid attention to and look at these beautiful buildings.” Well, you know, these beautiful
buildings are really a testament to private and government coming together with the
community to build something. This building itself, you know, because I, we had the idea of
building a child and adolescent wellness center that included three components, the
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wellness, the cultural, and the technology center and all of them were supposed to work
together and almost create an interdisciplinary type of approach and the whole dream
hasn’t come true yet, you know, because kids are supposed to be able to come in to the
computer center, swipe a card, and start talking to the computer and get connected,
whether they’re poets, writers, dancers, artists, and for that computer to talk to them about
what they’re doing and how it’s connected to health. That hasn’t happened yet but, you
know, what I was going to say is that, you know, I’m not religious but I’m very spiritual and
I believe in a Father God, [Speaking Spanish] and whether that sounds right or not, you
know. When we built this building, this building was empty and I was going all around the
country trying to get money for the arts that’s connected to health and connected to
wellness and guess what? You know, everybody would look at me like, you know, “What’s
wrong with you, you know? You can’t do that,” and we got an award from IBM for two
computers and when the gentleman called me and said, “We’re giving you an award for two
computers, but we need for you to be in the press conference, so that we can show you off
and so that we can say that IBM gave La Fe two computers.” I said, “That’s fine,” and he
said, “By the way, I need to go in and check out where you’re going to put your computers.”
And when he came in here and this was a shell and he said like, “Where do they go? Like in
this room because they’re supposed to be, this is supposed to be a computer center,” and he
said, “Oh, man, let me call my supervisor.” He called his supervisor in front of me and he
said, “I think we need to give these guys a little bit more than two computers,” and the
supervisor said, he asked him to put the phone on me, said, “Can you meet me in
30 minutes?” “Yes, come on.” He came in, long story short, that supervisor ended up calling
his supervisor and then all of a sudden I get a call from the Vice President of IBM for the
state of Texas, Mr. Warmsley, and he says, you know, “We’re going to give you 38
computers but I need for you to be at the press conference.” I would’ve been there for one
computer, you know. He came in after the ceremony, he said, “Now, take me to where
you’re going to put the 38 computers.” He came in there, again, there was a shell. He looked
at it and he said, “How many computers do you need?” And I went, “75,” and IBM gave us
75 computers. Cisco came the next month and all of a sudden, Cisco looks at everything and
they say, these are without grant, without writing grants, okay. Cisco said, “We’re going to
give you enough equipment to create a Cisco Academy. Now as Ms. Underhill is saying, you
know, we always go big. We always ask for big money, so when the empowerment zone
was in El Paso and my staff was writing the grants and hearing me out and what I wanted
and I told them what I wanted and one of my chiefs came to me and said, “Salvador, all the
centers are asking for a median of $60,000,” and I went, “Write the grant like I told you, ask
for what I told you.” When we went to the ceremony, the gentleman, one of our politicians,
you know, and I won’t say his name because then it’ll be on the record Pero Demargo
[phonetic] told me, “You’re crazy. That’s too much money.” I said, “That’s what we need.
You didn’t put a cap on the RFP. There’s no cap on the RFP.” They voted on it and we got
$680,000 and we got money for a print shop. We got money for an audio-video graphic
design center. We got money. What I’m saying is that, you know, we have had to pull teeth
to get where we are. We’ve never bowed down to what we can get or what we can’t get. We
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stand up and we’ve stood up in Congress for the state. We’ve stood up in some of the
different Commissioners’ meetings around the country and so what I’m saying is that if we
were just writing your traditional types of grants, we wouldn’t have what we’ve got today,
you know. Just to give you an idea, I told you we took over this organization with $3
million. $3 million, you know how much we get in federal monies today? $5.4 million, that’s
only $2.4 million in the past 23 years. That’s almost $100,000 a year. So what I’m saying is
that if we were waiting for the federal government, the state government to give us money
to be able to do our services, we wouldn’t be doing what we’re doing and that’s where it’s
very hard, extremely hard for our fellow organizations around this country to get monies.
And, you know, we are pussycats compared to some of the friends that we’ve got in
Oakland and Philadelphia and New York and, you know. So when they stand up a lot of
times, you know, people will go like, “Don’t give them the money. They’re going to use it to
buy arms,” you know. [Laughter]
Commissioner: Thank you very much.
Commissioner: Mr. Balcorta, thank you. That was, I understand why you have over
450 staff at this point and I’m just hoping that my team here in El Paso doesn’t defect
and come over to La Fe, too. I think we all might by the end of the day. [Laughter]
That was fantastic. We thank you both.
Balcorta: That’s what I was going to talk to you about later. [Laughter]
Commissioner: Oh, no, that’s why we’re having lunch. All right. Well, I want to thank
you both, Mr. Balcorta, Ms. Underhill. That was very informative. I am going to ask
one thing of La Fe, as you submit your written testimony, I would like you to address
the question of what can the federal government do to address hunger among our
elderly and our disabled populations. We had an opportunity to meet with several of
your community members yesterday. Some of them are here with us. We’re glad that
you’re here but if you can give us some specific recommendations that we can carry
to Congress, that would be great but if you’ll just put that in your written word. We
are going to take a very, very brief break.
Balcorta: And just to interrupt you—
Commissioner: Yes.
Balcorta: — that’s good because I don’t know if you know this, but just yesterday, the Older
Americans Act was, again, you know, pushed towards the next session and that’s sad.
Commissioner: That’s right. That’s right. Unfortunately, we’ve been too good at
punting as a nation lately. We’re going to take a very brief break and allow our next
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guests to come to the table. Our Commissioners are going to step away and then we
will reconvene in 5 minutes. Thank you.
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KATHY KOMOLL
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NEW MEXICO ASSOCIATION OF FOOD BANKS
Commissioner: I always tell my children when we’re traveling at every stop they
have to go to the bathroom and so I’m communicating that to the Commissioners,
too, so that [is] what we are going to do is instead of taking a break after our next
presenters, we’re going to go ahead and ask Oscar if he would, Mr. Muñoz, if he would
come and present as soon as we’re done with this next presentation. If any of my
fellow Commissioners just need to take their own break or if any of you in the
audience need to walk around, feel free to do so. There are drinks in the back, so
please, help yourself. We are grateful to have Ms. Komoll, who is the Executive
Director of the New Mexico Association of Food Banks and Celia Cole, the CEO of
Feeding Texas to hear about what food banks are doing to address hunger and food
insecurity in our communities. I will remind you that the task of the Commission is to
make written recommendations to Congress and to the Secretary of Agriculture for
how we can reduce food insecurity in the United States. Briefly, to remind you, you
each have 15 minutes. Andrea will let you know when you have 5 minutes left and
then 1 minute. We’ll hear from the two of you before we open it up to the
Commissioners for questions and then we’ll have about 20 minutes for the
Commissioners to ask questions. After that is complete, then we’ll ask Mr. Muñoz to
join us. All right, Ms. Komoll, would you lead us off? Thank you.
Komoll: Happy to. Well, good morning and thank you so much for the opportunity to
present today. As mentioned, I represent the New Mexico Association of Food Banks. We
are a membership agency. We serve five regional food banks and more than 400 agencies
that serve the entire state of New Mexico. Currently, the main function of the association is
to acquire and distribute fresh produce and you’ll hear a little bit more about that later, and
last year during our last fiscal year, we distributed just around 10 million pounds of fresh
produce to all 33 counties in New Mexico. I know that you got to see a little bit of New
Mexico this week and so some of this that I’m about to share with you, you may have
actually experienced but similar to what Kathy Underhill said earlier, New Mexico is a large
geographic state. We are the fifth largest state in land mass at just over 121,000 square
miles. We are 36th in population with just over 2 million people. So you put the population
of the Dallas/Fort Worth or probably just the Dallas area in 121,000 square miles and that
turns into about seventeen people per square mile. So if you’re looking for room to group,
New Mexico is definitely the place to hang out but it presents some very unique challenges
in the arena of trying to provide food services and other services as well. New Mexico has
some serious challenges when it comes to grocery retailers. We have very few full-scale
grocery stores if you get outside the interstate corridors. So unless you’re traveling on I-10,
I-25, or I-40, there are some communities that have very limited grocery [stores] and we
have one county, which is Catron County, that does not have a grocery outlet for the entire
county. So that provides challenges for people, even if they have access to things like SNAP
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benefits, it’s not uncommon for many New Mexicans to have a 40- to 60-mile trip just to get
to a grocery store that can offer them a full selection and that applies to other resources as
well, and I’ll talk more about that in just a minute. So as a result of that population scarcity,
we are categorized primarily as a food desert. We have a large number of food deserts and
that is coupled with the fact that we are a desert. So we are a desert-desert and a food
desert. We have very limited large-scale agricultural capacity and so it impacts our ability
to acquire and distribute food. Another desert situation that we experience in New Mexico
is healthcare. We have large areas of the state with limited access to healthcare resources
and so when you combine low income, limited resources, [and] limited healthcare, New
Mexico faces a high incidence of diabetes, heart disease, and childhood obesity. In addition,
we have a huge issue with employment. We have very few corporate employment basins
especially, if you get outside of Albuquerque.
I was recently in Denver and I sort of stood in downtown Denver and made whimpering
noises. My husband had to pull me away because I was looking around and seeing all the
corporate entities that have a base in Denver and I had, I’ll have to tell Kathy later, but I had
corporate envy when I was in Denver because we just don’t have that in New Mexico and
when you get outside of the Albuquerque area, a lot of the jobs that we do have are cyclical,
they are in the oil and gas industry or in agriculture or in mining and so they are subject to
ebbs and flows that can be very, very dramatic. Just a few years ago in Silver City, which is
just north and west of here, they had a 30% increase in employment in that, in
unemployment in that community because of mining layoffs and that places huge strains on
community resources, but in spite of those challenges, I’m going to brag a little bit about
food banks.
Celia and I were talking about you shouldn’t have two food bank people sitting next to each
other because we might get into a brag-off here but we have worked as an entity around
the state to develop programs to try and address some of those issues. We have greatly
expanded our mobile pantries to allow us to get more food out to rural areas. The
association with its emphasis on fresh produce, we’re working very hard with agencies and
programs around the state to get fresh produce and healthier food into the emergency food
system to try and combat some of the chronic medical issues that New Mexicans face. We
are very aggressive in our child hunger initiatives and have just launched a pilot program at
an elementary school in Albuquerque, which is East San Jose Elementary, where we’re
doing sort of a one-stop shop, not on the scope of this amazing facility but trying to
combine food distributions with immunization clinics, mammograms, SNAP outreach, so
that when people come to get food, there are other resources available. That’s a very
successful school, school-based program, and we converted that from an old traditional
school backpack program because we realized that the school backpack program, while it
serves a need, it’s a very cost-intensive program that serves a limited need set and so we’ve
expanded our childhood hunger initiatives to address more of the actual community needs.
I’m very excited about a new initiative that we actually just launched in the last 12 months,
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which is our Health and Hunger Initiative. We are working with healthcare providers and
trying to customize programs. We just recently spent a couple of days with a group from
ProMedica, back in Ohio, and they shared what they’re doing in the area of hunger and
health and they have some amazing programs, including in-clinic screening for hunger set
points, so that they’re asking people in the general healthcare screening questions that
would give them information about the food situation in their home, and one of our food
banks, Roadrunner Food Bank is actually launching a new pantry that will be specifically
for healthcare referrals. So if you go to a healthcare provider in the Presbyterian system,
our goal is that they will do that screening. If they identify that you have food needs and
that you have hunger in your household, they will give you a prescription and send you to
that pantry and that pantry will emphasize things like healthy food choices and fresh
produce, and so we’re hoping to launch that in the next few months. Another thing we are
working very aggressively on is addressing the need of underemployment. As I mentioned,
we have a lot of employment issues in New Mexico and so we are trying some pilot
programs where we’re actually using our food warehouses to provide job training and we
have one very successful program right now that’s taking place, again, at Roadrunner Food
Bank in Albuquerque, where they are working with an organization called Peanut Butter
and Jelly, that deals with parents coming out of the prison system and we’re taking fathers
of children in that PB&J Program and teaching them, training them, to be commercial
drivers, so that when they leave the program, they have a CDL, a Commercial Driver’s
License and they can work as a truck driver, which is a lucrative position. It’s a well-paying
position and frequently comes with benefits and so that’s one of the new employment
programs that we’re working on.
In spite of all that, and I apologize for spending a little extra time bragging but in spite of
that, we continue to see a lot of underserved areas. We’ve spent a lot of time in the last
5 years working on childhood hunger and working on increasing access to school-based
food programs, but in a report that just came out they identified that in New Mexico, 78%
of the children that qualify for free and reduced-price lunches during the school year are
going underserved in the summer. So I know, Mr. Shore, that’s an issue for you and so we
are looking for more ways to address those summer food needs. Another thing that we saw
is when we saw our 2014 Feeding America Hunger Study come out, we saw an 8% increase
in the number of seniors over the age of 60 experiencing hunger and especially rural
seniors, and so a couple of the suggestions I have are to address the needs of children and
people over 60. So in terms of specific recommendations, we are, of course, avid supporters
of the idea of a living wage and increasing employment opportunities for people because
chronic underemployment and chronic low wages places a stress on all the systems,
whether it’s the food bank system or the healthcare system or the education system. We
have got to adopt a system of living wage policies that provide people a chance to earn
money to support their family.
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I’m also, I’m a former grocery person. I spent a lot of years in the grocery business and am
working with some supermarket retailers to try and address programs and so we would
like to see some programs and some funding that could support traditional retailers who
are experimenting with new distribution models. We have one example in New Mexico,
which is MoGro. It’s a mobile grocery store that was originally designed for tribal outreach
but is looking to expand and provide grocery services to general populations, and there’s
also a wholesaler in Albuquerque that is developing a model where they can actually do a
grocery store format for populations as low as 300 people, so that we can overcome that
barrier to having real food options in rural areas. Of course, we need continued support of
SNAP that is a program with a proven track record of reducing hunger and cuts to SNAP
have immediate and dramatic impacts on the people that we serve. We’re struggling right
now in New Mexico. Our current administration does not provide a lot of support for SNAP
outreach, so our member food banks are having to use private dollars to do direct SNAP
outreach and to try and increase the number of people enrolled, and that’s a strain on our
resources and it’s already strained system.
We would also like to see policies that encourage states to fully utilize waivers. Again, in
New Mexico we are faced with an administration decision to require people who have
school-aged children to sign up for up to 80 hours a month of unpaid service, so they either
have to volunteer or they have to participate in job training in order to qualify for SNAP
and that also applies to people between the ages of 50 and 60 and to teenagers between the
ages of 16 and 18. So that’s a group of up to 70,000 New Mexicans who could lose their
SNAP benefits if they can’t find these volunteer opportunities or the job opportunities or
job training opportunities and again, that places an additional burden on people in rural
communities because those resources are limited. And then specifically around the issue of
congregate meal programs, those are hugely successful but in New Mexico and I’m sure this
is the same everywhere in the country, no county is the same. So every county has
childhood hunger and senior hunger, but to say that you have to use the exact same
program construct to provide services does not work. It doesn’t provide [for] the needs for
communities. You can’t do the same program in Albuquerque that you do on the Navajo
Reservation or in a rural community in southeastern New Mexico.
So we would like to see more flexibility in those programs, perhaps the ability for families
that participate in the program to actually take extra meals home, so they don’t have to
show up every single day to the meal site to get lunch for their child. They could maybe
come on Monday and get food for the week. Kathy Underhill mentioned expansion of the
Summer EBT Program and we would also look, like to see, perhaps, experimentation with
vouchers that people could use to buy food, so that they are not having to rely, again, on
traveling to a meal site every single day in order to feed their child during the summer or if
you’re a senior participating in a congregate meal program, you can possibly take food
home for the weekends or for periods when you can’t travel. So those are my thoughts and
recommendations and I think I made [it] just under the time.
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Commissioner: Thank you, Ms. Komoll.
Komoll: Thanks.
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CELIA COLE
CEO, FEEDING TEXAS
Commissioner: Ms. Cole?
Cole: Good morning. I’m Celia Cole, the CEO of Feeding Texas. Feeding Texas is the state
association representing the 21 food banks in Texas and our mission is to lead a unified
effort for a hunger-free Texas. I want to thank you for inviting me today. I’ve worked on
anti-hunger policy in Texas for close to 20 years now and I really appreciate the
opportunity to share my thoughts and recommendations with you and hopefully, help you
identify solutions to the devastating problem of hunger that’s gripping our nation. I’d like
to emphasize three main points throughout my testimony today. First, and you’ve probably
heard this before, while food banks play a critical role in reducing hunger, we can’t do it
alone and we certainly can’t make up for cuts, even minor ones, to public food assistance
programs. Second, the most effective way to address food insecurity and prevent hunger in
the short term is to increase our national investment in the Federal Nutrition Programs.
These programs not only boost nutrition, learning, employment, and health, they fuel our
economy and our economic competitiveness, and third, any long-term solution to food
insecurity must include a focus on increasing household economic security by increasing
wages and economic opportunity. The nutrition programs cannot make up for a job market
that fails to produce enough living-wage jobs, nor should people served by these programs
be blamed for those failures. So I’ll continue to kind of hammer these points as I walk
through my testimony. I’d like to tell you first about our network and the people we serve
and I promise, if we do anything on a broader scale than you, I’m not competing. It’s just
Texas is a lot bigger. [Laughter]
Komoll: I know.
Cole: So our 21 food banks provide hunger relief and other services through a network [of]
about 3,000 partner agencies. We cover all 254 counties. This is great. It means locally we
can really work to target solutions to what meets local communities but when we find
something that works, we have the, we’re in a position to be able to offer up a statewide
solution. Our network is as diverse as our state and as the needs of the people we serve.
From our largest food bank in Houston, which feeds 865,000 individuals each year, to the
Concho Valley Regional Food Bank in San Angela feeding 15,000 individuals. All of our food
banks, no matter their size or their resources, have unmet need in their communities.
Hunger touches virtually every community in Texas. We face higher rates of poverty and
food insecurity than the nation. One in six households is food insecure and a full one in four
children live in a food insecure family. We have poverty everywhere and it’s different
everywhere. We have the generational poverty along the border. We have urban poverty,
where the cost of living has outpaced low-wage jobs. We have rural poverty, where towns
are dying and there are no jobs and no infrastructure and, finally, we have what I like to call
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the ironic poverty, that happened in west Texas during the economic boom where the
economy was doing great overall and people were going there for jobs and there was lots of
jobs, but the cost of living shot up so high that it left a lot of people out of that miracle. So as
a result, the Federal Nutrition Programs are of vital importance to Texas. About 4 million
Texans benefit from SNAP, a full two-thirds of Texas school children qualify for free or
reduced-priced meals. We have about 1 million women and children accessing WIC health
and nutrition benefits. The partners we work with are as diverse as our clients, ranging
from small church food pantries to multiservice organizations, schools, community centers,
hospitals, et cetera. The majority are faith-based and many are volunteer-run but we’re all
united around a mission, to serve and fight hunger in our communities. We’ve started
quantifying our output in terms of meals. Food banks like to talk in terms of pounds but
nobody thinks about how many pounds of food they need to eat every day, and last year we
distributed enough food for the equivalent of about 378 million meals but we still face a
gap of 242 million meals to ensure that no Texan goes hungry, and we cannot meet that
need without a really strong federal nutrition safety net and, in fact, food banks already and
everywhere a public-private partnership and we couldn’t do what we do without the
support that we receive from government.
About 20% to 25% of the food we distribute comes in the form of federal commodities
through the Emergency Food Assistance Program and we also get state funding to help us
source and distribute surplus produce, which makes up about 30% of our total
distribution, as well as state support to run social services outreach initiatives. Our
thinking on how best to serve our clients has really evolved over time and I’d like to share
that evolution with you and our response in the hopes that it can inform a broader way of
thinking about how best to address food insecurity and improve outcomes for people who
are food insecure. When food banks first sprung up in Texas and across the country in the
mid ‘80s, it was as an emergency response to hunger during times of acute crisis during
disasters. We primarily serve the people that you would typically expect to suffer from
hunger, the jobless, the homeless, the old, and the infirm, but over time, we’ve seen a
dramatic shift in the demands on our network, the demographics of our client population,
and the extent and nature of their needs. So where once we truly were an emergency
response to hunger, we now are seeing our clients on average seven times per year. We see
working people who don’t earn enough to make ends meet, families with children, and
people who are struggling to get back into the workforce.
We are no longer an emergency feeding network. We’re feeding people who are chronically
food insecure because they are chronically financially insecure. So this occasion to shift in
our approach to how we meet need in our communities, and as I emphasized earlier, we
realized we can’t do this alone. There’s no way we can meet the growing need and constant
need without broadening the scope of our work. So for a decade now, we’ve helped families
access SNAP and other benefits and that’s become a really core part of our mission, as well
as a key metric when we evaluate our success in closing the hunger gap. How many people
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did we connect to SNAP? About 75% of households who are eligible for SNAP in Texas
participate and that’s a lower participation rate than nationally. And doing this work not
only helps with our mission and assures that we reach those who are most vulnerable and
who struggle to navigate the application process on their own, it also helps, it provides a
benefit to the state in that we make the application process more efficient, ensuring that
clients are submitting complete and accurate information and we partner with the state to
run other Federal Nutrition Programs, including summer meals and CACFP but again, even
with this combination of federal nutrition assistance and charitable feeding, we are still
falling way short of providing what is necessary to close the meal gap. We know that our
clients on SNAP are struggling at the end of the month as their benefits and paychecks run
out and that our food pantries often ration what they give out and that there are numerous
communities across the state where kids go chronically hungry during the summer because
no summer meal site is available, and this chronic food insecurity not only leads to hunger
but also forces horrific choices between food and medicine, between food and shelter, and
between and food and the education that would help people actually break that cycle of
poverty.
In a most recent survey of our network, Feeding America found that around 68% to 71% of
clients choose between key things like utilities and food, transportation and food, medical
care and food, housing and food, and we also see the consequences of food insecurity. Over
one-third of the households that we serve report that at least one family member suffers
from diabetes and about three-fifths of households report a family member with
hypertension. So undeniably hunger has become a health issue and there is a documented
link between food insecurity and poor health, and this is something that we’ve got to
address while addressing the consequences that lead to hunger. Hunger is also an
economic issue. Food insecurity not only leads to poor quality of life but increased
healthcare and education costs, and we are fortunate to engage the very well-known and
well-regarded Texas-based economist, Dr. Ray Perriman, this year who did a pro bono, had
done a pro bono national analysis of the cost of hunger. He looked at Texas for us to
quantify the total annual burden looking at hunger-related health and educational
expenses and lost earnings due to health and educational deficiencies, and he estimated
those annual costs to equal $44 billion annually in expenditures, $21.3 billion in gross
product, and almost $239,500 jobs lost in 2014. He reported these findings in an op-ed that
was published in the Texas Tribune this spring. He writes, ‘Not being able to afford food is
in itself a terrible human tragedy. Hungry children can’t learn. Our elderly face terrible
choices between food and medicine, and parents must bear the constant stress of not being
able to provide but beyond the individual impact of food insecurity and its incalculable toll
on family stability and dignity, there’s also a tremendous economic cost to us all.
‘These costs multiply as they work their way through the business complex and are largely
borne by the whole of society through excessive and avoidable outlays for healthcare and
education and diminished output.’ Now while these numbers are huge and the finding may
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seem ominous and discouraging, his conclusions are simple and reassuring. Again, he
writes, ‘The public funds we commit to addressing the consequences of hunger would be
far better spent on preventing hunger. That evidence is both persuasive and overwhelming.
Of course, improvement in the core issues, which contribute to poverty and food insecurity,
such as education and healthcare, should be part of any comprehensive solution but the
immediate issues associated with hunger can be eliminated by simply providing access to
adequate nutrition. The bottom line is simple, if we feed people in times of need, the net
benefits to the state, both economically and fiscally will greatly exceed the cost. This is
something we should all support and embrace.’ So we’ve really shifted our thinking beyond
hunger relief to finding ways to help our clients address the circumstances that lead them
to our pantries, as well as the health consequences. We call this shortening the line and it
was challenging for us. We knew how to feed the line but how do we continue to do that
and accomplish this without veering too far from our core mission of hunger relief, and
we’re doing that through partnerships and one of the ones that Kathy described. In the
community they offer parallel services for SNAP recipients and nutrition education, health
intervention, and workforce development.
In San Antonio, for example, the food bank partners with the hospital to give patients
produce prescriptions when they are discharged. They also have adopted a Food for Today,
Food for Tomorrow, Food for Life approach that ultimately provides on-the-job training to
clients in partnership with the workforce board there while continuing to provide
supportive services. So I’m going to stop bragging right now but I share this work because I
think these are the kind of effective public/private and community partnerships that you
should support and also encourage more support from in the private sector, and I also
focus on what our food banks are doing around shortening the line because I think it
underscores that final point that the problem with food insecurity cannot be solved by food
assistance alone. We need to engage in a much broader conversation about wages and jobs
and the overall role of the economy and ensuring economic prosperity. So I’ll make a
couple of specific recommendations. Some of them I won’t spend too much time on because
they echo what earlier witnesses have said. We would encourage USDA to overall
strengthen the role of Federal Nutrition Programs by making benefits more adequate and
ratcheting up successful summer food strategies; specifically, we encourage you to include
expansion of the summer EBT pilot that you’ve heard about. Texas has really struggled
with summer food over the years and we think this would really help in those communities
where the site-based model is not working.
We also think given that your focus is on very low food insecurity, the USDA should be
asked [inaudible] to focus on enrolling and reaching underserved populations, in particular
seniors, Latinos, and documented immigrants and working families. And we support
expansion of public/private partnerships that offer parallel services for SNAP recipients in
the different areas affecting their well-being. And in the area of work, we would encourage
you to avoid recommendations around punitive policies, such as full family sanctions that
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harm children and undermine SNAP’s primary goal, which is to reduce food insecurity and
prevent hunger. A couple of issues that I think have been presented already in other
hearings and that I think that you are looking at, I wanted to address quickly, too. The first
is split issuance of benefits. We think that would be more costly than the benefits it would
yield, in other words, the juice ain’t worth the squeeze and we think it could have a
negative impact on specific populations, particularly seniors and persons with disabilities.
So we would encourage you to take that off the table. And then finally, the issue of SNAP
restrictions or SNAP choice and whether we should jump in and tell people on SNAP what
they should buy. We strongly oppose that for a couple of reasons. We don’t think the
research and the information we have on how clients use their benefits merits that
approach and we think that we could get a lot more out of pairing nutrition education with
other health interventions, increasing SNAP benefits and really addressing some of the food
access/food desert issues and that would go a lot farther to helping improve the diets of
SNAP clients than meddling with what they use those benefits for. So I think I’ve hit my
time limit as well, and I, again, thank you and I welcome any questions.
Commissioner: Thank you, Ms. Cole. All right, I’m going to open up to the
Commissioners for questions. Dr. Frank, and I am going to ask all the Commissioners,
if you’d please pull your microphones close, so that we can make sure that we have it
on record. Thank you.
Commissioner: Ms. Komoll, I was fascinated by your take-home model, particularly
for rural areas but also for people with mobility impairments and all sorts of things.
Would every place have sufficient refrigeration for food safety for a weeks’ worth of
food? I know people always ask me, “Why don’t your patients buy in bulk?” Nowhere
to put it, you know, they’re all, so I think it’s a great idea. I want to take it a little
further and think it through.
Komoll: I will say that in New Mexico, in our recent hunger study data, more than 90% of
the homes have access to refrigeration. We do have certain communities where that’s a
challenge. So I don’t think that’s a huge hurdle. That is an issue in some areas. We serve a
lot of Colonias. There are some tribal areas that are underserved. We’re actually working
on a small project with Engineers without Borders to install solar cold storage in tribal
areas to allow them to have greater access to healthy food and to have good food storage,
and I’m working with a faith-based initiative to actually provide cold storage for some of
the rural communities that don’t currently do fresh food distribution so that they can get
that cold storage and allow them to do that kind of distribution.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Question for both of you, really. Yesterday, as we were traveling
around, talking to different families, there were several instances where families had
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talked about struggling with hunger but on the other hand, had not availed
themselves of emergency food assistance that was available, not that far away and I
was just curious as to whether you thought that was just kind of purely anecdotal or
is there more of a pattern of that? Does that have to do with, we heard some
speculation that it had to do with just being too proud to use those kind of services
and I’m just wondering if that’s accurate and what are your strategies for addressing
that?
Cole: Well, I would say certainly along the border with immigrant and Hispanic
populations, we do hear that they are proud and often don’t avail themselves, not just of
emergency food assistance but don’t enroll in public programs, as well, as a result, I think
this is probably true with your food banks, too, that there are just some areas that have
fewer agencies and less infrastructure and that’s why things like mobile feeding are so
important. So it may just be not being able to get to them or not knowing about them. I
think mobile feeding is becoming increasingly important in rural areas of the state where
we don’t have bricks and mortar infrastructure agencies. Did you want to add to that?
Komoll: I’ll just say that another one of the projects we’re working on with the Hunger
Coalition or I’m sorry, the faith-based hunger initiative is to use the faith-based community
to reach out to people and to provide food to them in a setting where they see their
neighbors getting it, as well. So it’s part of a church program or it’s part of a vacation bible
school outreach program, so that it relieves some of the stigma and also we are trying to set
up our mobile pantries, specifically in areas where people may be fearful of having to sign
up for a program because they’re fearful of their immigration status or other concerns, that
there are very few barriers to having to access food through that mobile pantry so that that
overcomes that hurdle and then again using family members to encourage people that are
proud that there’s not a stigma, there’s nothing to be ashamed of, that that food is there for
a reason and that it should be utilized.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: All right, Cherie?
Commissioner: Thank you so much both of you for the comprehensive and amazing
work you do and I’ve got a couple of questions, which either of you could or both of
you could answer. When you do SNAP outreach, one of the things that really hit us
over the head was the staggering issues caused by a lack of transportation in New
Mexico and some of the areas here but the geography of New Mexico, particularly.
When you do SNAP outreach, do you kind of cross outreach with people who are on
WIC or try to make a matchup for families that you know are utilizing WIC, which
would obviously, probably be eligible for SNAP, A, and, B, what is the mechanism by
which you ensure that FDPIR partners or organizations, distribution organizations,
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have access to food bank services? That’s one of the things that we did not see in New
Mexico and it could be a real opportunity to make a difference on Native American
lands, so two questions. Thank you.
Komoll: Well, I’ll start off with the second part of that question, which is how are we trying
to ensure that our, that agencies out there can take advantage of food bank resources. We
have two things. We have, as an association, we have an online resource directory, where if
you’re a caseworker, you can enter the zip code of your client and it tells you all the
emergency food services that are available in, you know, anywhere from 5 to 50 miles from
that client’s location. And we’re also working with a program called Share New Mexico,
which is a partnership between a number of people, P&M, the utility company, Lockheed
Martin and I apologize on the record, [for] forgetting some of the sponsors, but they are
creating a centralized database called Share New Mexico, where you can actually set up
customized resource directories for clients. So if you are an agency providing healthcare
services in Luna County, you can go online to Share New Mexico. You can on-the-spot
create a very customized resource directory and hand it to that client in real time to say,
“Here’s where you go,” and then again, we’re trying to use our Childhood Hunger Initiative
to create one-stop shop concepts, especially when the goal is to do that in rural
communities so people can come to one place and get resources in one location, whether
it’s signing up for SNAP, getting clothing, getting emergency food, things like that.
Commissioner: That does make a lot of sense and what we saw, also, though, was a
lack of Internet services, so, you know, I—
Komoll: Yes.
Commissioner: —as a fellow food banker, I see that as a huge challenge that my
organization hasn’t addressed and wondered if you, thank you for sharing and that’s
something to consider.
Komoll: We struggle with broadband. I would’ve brought that up but that’s not under the
purview of this Commission but if you talk to anybody that has control over
communication, that’s a huge issue.
Cole: And we, I think we do offer, most of our SNAP outreach is done out in the community,
including at WIC clinics but we’re fortunate in that our state has, I think, a highly
functioning online benefits’ portal, we’re called YourTexasBenefits.com, where people can
apply for benefits online and so we’re really working with the state right now to figure out
how we can take advantage of our food bank infrastructure, which involves call centers in
some of our larger food banks to assist people telephonically in submitting that application
but again, remote application options are great but we always are worried about people for
whom that’s not appropriate. We know seniors are never going to apply online and so we
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continue to look at strategies for reaching seniors and we have piloted a couple of different
approaches that have been effective through Meals on Wheels partnerships and things like
that, and broadband Internet access is an issue in certain areas of the state, particularly out
in west Texas. My food bank director out there jokes that she has to hop on top of a rock
and hold her cell phone up in the air just to get cell phone service. So and so we’re really
working to target our outreach to evolve with the state’s evolving system so that we are
reaching those people who are going to continue to struggle to navigate the process on
their own, whether it’s getting to an office or getting online and doing it.
Commissioner: Thank you so much and with your written testimony, I hope you’ll
include that information and any recommendations in that regard. Thank you.
Commissioner: Yeah, and I’m going to turn it Rus. Ms. Komoll, I will say that after
seeing your state, I do think I visited a lot of states since I’ve stepped into the role
with THI. I think y’all, you probably deal with the most complex issues of any state
that I have visited in terms of addressing food insecurity. So I commend you for your
efforts. I do think broadband is a legitimate recommendation, especially—
Komoll: Okay, I’ll add it.
Commissioner: — given that most of our application assistance is going to an online
format. Obviously, that’s not going to work if people don’t have access, so please, do
include that in your formal recommendations. All right, Rus?
Commissioner: Hi, thank you, both very much for eloquent comments and for the
hard work you do. I fully agree that the work you do can never substitute for federal
involvement in food and nutrition but the work you do is very important. I do want
to, this, you’ve already addressed this, Ms. Cole, but I really have to phrase it
differently. SNAP is the only Federal Nutrition Program that has no nutritional
standards whatsoever. WIC does. School meals do. You may be aware that New York
state did a major waiver to ban the purchase of sugar-sweetened beverages with
SNAP, which was denied by USDA. The facts were extraordinarily compelling in the
poorest areas of the Bronx and Brooklyn and East New York, 7% of Food Stamp
purchases were made on sugar-sweetened beverages, and since you both mentioned
obesity, childhood diabetes, and other issues in your comments, I have to really say
that as a Commission, we’ve spoken about the notion of at least banning those
purchases. I don’t view it as degrading. I view it as we’re a public benefit program
totally out of line with the public health goal. And so I’d really like your comments on
that. We have discussed it actively. I understand the issues of choice but respectfully
disagree. I think we need to pay attention to this issue in a very serious way.
Commissioner: Thank you, Rus. Yeah, feel free to comment, yeah.
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Cole: And I argued, oh, I was just going to say I’ve argued against SNAP restrictions in the
Texas legislature for several sessions now and often get the same response, Mr. Sykes, and I
understand and appreciate your concerns, you know. I think for us, we see SNAP is not
contributing to the obesity or health crisis. We do see that it can be part of the solution and
what we’ve found, you know, and research has found this and information we have on what
people are purchasing is, you know, the diets, what people are using their SNAP benefits
for, their diets, are not that much different than everybody else’s diets and when we talk to
clients, our clients, about what they need, what they want, they ask for three things. They
ask for protein. They ask for dairy. They ask for fresh fruits and vegetables. And when we
ask them why do you make the food choices you do and eat things that are not good for
you, the answer is always, “It’s an economic choice. I’m stretching my limited resources and
the high calorie and, you know, limited-nutrient food is cheaper for me to afford.” So if we
want to use SNAP to be part of the solution to the obesity health crisis, we believe that
you’re going to get a lot more out of increasing the benefits and working with clients to
help them understand the importance of eating well to find ways to incent clients. Our
produce program, we are increasingly pairing fresh free produce distribution with proven
nutrition in health and health interventions. We think that that creates demand for produce
and it accomplishes a lot more in terms of improving our clients’ diets than making costly
and I think complicated changes to the SNAP Program because you start with sugarsweetened beverages and then people would say, “Well, what about this,” and, you know,
it’s a program with a, it serves a very broad population and what might be a sound
nutrition recommendation for one segment of the population might not be for another. So
again, looking at limited government resources and what’s the most effective way to get
people who are low income and getting SNAP to eat better, we don’t think SNAP
restrictions is the way to go.
Commissioner: I appreciate your response. I just would say to you that should the
Commission or anyone else move in that direction, that it does not preclude the
purchase of such products whatsoever and the only way we would possibly know
about whether it would be effective to do something is to study substitution patterns,
whether people use their own money to purchase the same things but I guess my
point of view is a public benefit program shouldn’t act in direct contrast to public
health goals.
Commissioner: Yeah, we’re going to have to shift onto the next question. Thank you
for your response, Ms. Cole. All right, Mariana?
Commissioner: The other day we were in Anthony, which is close to here and there is
a police station that also houses a food cupboard, a food pantry. I’d like to know a
little bit more about whether you’re doing that in either New Mexico or in the rest of
Texas, and what your ideas about potentially working with police departments to
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ensure that they can, they, too, can join in on making sure that the people that they
work with in their own community can have access to some of your products.
Cole: I will say in New Mexico we work actively with public safety organizations, especially
in some of the rural communities where, for example, in Vaughn, New Mexico, the fire
department is sort of a community hub and so we do food distributions out of the fire
department and they also keep some resources on hand. We work with police departments
that do have nonperishable food. So if they identify a family in crisis, they can provide food
and the same with fire departments. So if they respond to an emergency and they notice
that one of the issues is a lack of food, they can provide food, you know, immediately to that
family. So we do a lot of outreach with fire departments, police departments, [and]
emergency responders.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Komoll: I think it’s an excellent idea and I can’t say off the top of my head whether I know
whether we have any police stations that are pantries but we are looking beyond sort of
our traditional set of agencies to find places are that good to have pantries, for example,
we’re in schools now. We’re working with hospitals to set up pantries. We, obviously,
partner a lot with law enforcement and fire departments on food drives and things like
that. So I think it’s an excellent suggestion and I’ll follow up and see whether, to what
extent, we’re doing it already.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you. I have one final question for each of you. You’ve both
made some very specific recommendations for us to take back with us to include in
our report, which is incredibly helpful but if you had to prioritize one, if you had to
prioritize one specific recommendation that you think could impact food insecurity
the most with the populations that you serve, what would that be? Ms. Komoll, we’ll
start with you and then Ms. Cole.
Komoll: Oh, I have to go first, great. I think if I have to choose one on the spot, I would go
with the concept of not requiring one-size-fits-all food programs. So if you’re doing a
congregate meal site, you can access federal funding or state funding but you don’t have to
do that program exactly the same as the person in the next county because that moving
away from one-size-fits-all programming could apply to a number of other situations,
including USDA funding for rural projects, where they require that you have a physical
plant in the rural community. You can’t just be providing services to that community. So I
think there’s a lot of potential in the idea of eliminating the one-size-fits-all concept.
Commissioner: Excellent, thank you.
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Cole: I asked this very same question of a panel that I moderated at a conference last week
and one person piped up and said, “Am I allowed to say increase the minimum wage,”
[Laughter] but I’ll go with the first on my list, which is to increase the adequacy of SNAP
benefits.
Commissioner: Okay, all right, well, we want to thank you both for traveling to El
Paso and for your time today. We’re going to take a very brief moment for Mr. Muñoz
to come to the panel and then we’ll continue forward. Thank you, both.
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OSCAR MUÑOZ
TEXAS A&M COLONIAS PROJECT
Commissioner: All right, I want to say, “Thank you,” to Mr. Muñoz for traveling to El
Paso from San Antonio. He is, I have worked with Mr. Muñoz in several different
capacities over the past 5 years. He’s doing some fantastic work with Colonias
around Texas and so he’s going to come and present to us on ways that we can
address probably one of the more complex issues that we deal with in the state of
Texas, and so Mr. Muñoz, we yield you 15 minutes and then we’ll have 10 minutes for
questions following Mr. Muñoz’s testimony. Thank you.
Muñoz: Thank you very much. I was just glad that you asked me to come and talk about my
favorite subject. Unfortunately, a lot of the things that I’m going to share with you are not
very positive but we keep punching away, hoping to make a difference. We’ve been in the
Colonias, our program has been in the Colonias for 22 years and what has happened is that
too many external factors are starting to make changes for us in the population that we
work with. It used to be, coming from the border, I was born in and I lived in Laredo, Texas,
for many years. I was, for 18 years and as far as I was concerned, the border was Laredo
and Nuevo Laredo. The frontiera [phonetic] was any sister cities, so it was El Paso, it was
Juarez. When I started working in this program, the border was described as any county
that contiguous to the Rio Grande, short and sweet. As time went on, all of a sudden it was,
no, the border is 25 miles from the river. Then it was 50 miles from the river. Then it was
75 miles from the river. Right now San Antonians can’t believe that San Antonio/Corpus
Christi and all points 150 miles from the border, from the river are now being considered a
border. So some of the numbers in the information that I’m going to share with you was
with the original definition of the border and that’s the 14 counties that are contiguous
with the river. We estimate, guesstimate, that we have one-half million people living on the
border in Colonias.
We stopped counting Colonias when we reached 2,333 Colonias. At best our estimates are
that out of the one-half million people that live in these Colonias, one-half of them are
under the age of 18. As time went along now we have a consensus [that] seems like that the
border now has one definition with a semicolon in the middle. There’s two national
organizations and five state organizations that now describe the border as being 150 miles
from the river. Unfortunately, the definition of Colonia has also evolved. It used to be that a
Colonia, when we started 22 years ago, we came up with a definition and the definition was
simply it’s an unincorporated community that lacks water, sewage, or one or more other
infrastructures. That definition has also now been adjusted with a semicolon and we have
seven different agencies creating their own definition for a Colonia. The Secretary of State
for Texas brought together 12 different agencies that work in Colonias and our first task
was [to] come up with one definition. After 6 months, unfortunately, we came up with one
definition that had six semicolons. Okay, some of the things that are happening as far as the
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Colonias are concerned, if you start in Brownsville and work yourself up along the river,
the density of Colonia residents is very, very high in the southern part of the state. Once
you reach El Paso, Colonias are far and between each other. The distances are very, very
great. Our agency averages a little over 900,000 contacts with all of our different partners
border-wide. Because the definition has evolved so much we are probably going to exceed
a million contacts with Colonia residents coming to our 42 centers right now. We referred
to Colonias, we’ve been referring to Colonias as Colonias for a long time. Then that term,
also, kind of became blasé. Now you refer to a Colonia, you refer to a rural community, now
you can also refer to an economically distressed area program.
What we’re finding is that Colonias can be found everywhere in the state of Texas. It was
hard to believe or hard to let people know that there was a pretty large Colonia in the
southeastern corner of Travis County. Of course, as soon as we said that, people were going,
“Oh, no, it can’t happen. That’s not, Travis County is the state capital. It doesn’t happen
here.” Well, here’s more than just one Colonia in Travis County. Part of what I’m not going
to repeat the previous speakers because they’ve all made some very excellent
recommendations. I do want to emphasize some recommendations that I do believe that
are very specific to rural communities. They’re very specific to Colonia areas and it doesn’t
matter what you call us. We live in rural communities and recently one of my daughters
corrected me because I was talking about this particular presentation and one of the things
that I always say is that when it comes to social media, it’s like trying to connect the
Flintstones to the Jetsons. My eldest daughter just went, “Dad, do you realize that there’s
going to be a lot of people out there that aren’t as old as you are, [Laughter] that don’t know
who the Flintstones are or who the Jetsons are?” I said, “All right, so make a
recommendation.”
So this is how I present it now. My grandchildren are digital natives. My children are digital
immigrants, and they told me that I just, I’m somewhere in the middle of the digital gap.
Unfortunately, whether you refer to social media as cartoon characters or the new digital
definitions, what happens is that we are too excited about social media. We’re too excited
about our cell phones. We’re too excited about all of what is electronics. The bottom line is
that rural communities, whether even if they have [a] cell phone, don’t have broadband,
period. We have kids coming to our centers using borrowed computers from their school
so that they can have access because we leave all of our routers on so that they can do their
homework. That’s what a Colonia resident has to contend with. It doesn’t matter how
many, how easy we make it as far as social media is concerned. Social media is
unaffordable, it’s unavailable, and going paperless is meaningless to our communities. It
simply means you’re not connected, period. One size does not fit all and I know that they
already brought this up. One size does not fit all Colonias, either. We have a very diverse
population as far as Colonias are concerned. We have Colonias that have utilities. We have
Colonias that don’t have utilities. We have Colonias that have a very high population, as
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many as 8,000 people living in it and we have Colonias, we have two people living in it. We
have ghost Colonias. So a Colonia is not a Colonia is not a Colonia.
Part of what we need to do is to look at each region or each site individually so that we can
ask the residents, ask the communities what it is that they’d like regarding food because
they’re nowhere, nowhere near grocery stores, mom and pop stores. They’re nowhere to be
had. When we talk about our summer programs, the San Antonio Express News had a very
nice article, where they say that they had 12 out of 100 kids are the only ones that are
taking advantage of food pantries or the feed, the feeding program. Well, they’re talking
about all the connections that are in town, the YMCA, the different churches and they go on
and on and on. They’re all in town, even the schools are in town. Our kids live 10, 15, 38
miles away. If you don’t provide meals on wheels or meals that get delivered to centers,
they’re not going to eat. They have no meals during the summer, not breakfast and not
lunch, and some of the schools that we go [to], that we service have a 97% rate where the
kids qualify. So part of what we lack desperately is transportation. Part of what we also
need to start looking at, I believe, is that there is not enough pre-assessments and postassessments being done for the different sites. Are they doing what they promised that they
would be doing? Are they doing what they promised what they were going to be doing? Too
many times we’ve got the for-hire grant writers that are excellent, excellent grant writers.
Well, they might have had one great hit and all they’re going to do is cut and paste and
create another grant for another agency, never considering the capacity or if that agency is
fit to be sustainable. Funders get these grants, they think it’s great, it’s outstanding, and
then they turn it over to the grantee. The grant writer is gone. They got paid and it’s not
going to work. It’s never going to work. I think that we have very many different groups as
far as Colonias are concerned.
We have many different researchers that are doing research but I also fear that they are
only doing partial jobs. We’ve had researchers that come in and tell us we’re fat. Fine. What
do you recommend? Are you going to come back and talk to our group, give us some
recommendations that, perhaps, we can start following? Or do we have one researcher or
other graduate students that well connect the research that one started versus the research
that another one started? A lot of little, simple things that we take for granted or
stereotypes. There was a major stereotype that only immigrants live in Colonias. Well, our
research shows that between 83% and 97% of Colonia residents are American citizens.
Now all of a sudden we have some of the Army, Army Reserves, some of the active Army
people doing work with us, partnering, and one of them simply said, “How many veterans
do you have?” Well, we were surprised how many veterans live in Colonias. Active
members of the military are saying, “There shouldn’t be. We have all these programs for
the veterans.” “Well, there’s a veteran there. There’s a veteran there. There’s a veteran
there.” Where’s the research that shows exactly what is and what isn’t? I believe that if we
have a central kitchen and we have transportation that can deliver food to the different
centers, you can easily access and help kids that will not have any transportation that
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cannot go to school during the summer by bringing the food to the centers. We’ve had
Meals on Wheels that partnered with us for a while, while we had excess money and they
were bringing meals for the elders because we were bringing the elders to the centers. It
got to be a very, very big program because Meals on Wheels made one stop but delivered
50 meals. Who would not like to reduce their transportation cost by making one stop and
feeding that many elders? So there are ways that we just need to share. There are ways that
we just need to let other people know that worked for us. Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you, Mr. Muñoz. We had an opportunity last summer to be in
Alamo Colonia with his staff there and with our Regional Director, Elaine Hernandez,
and our team members there, and we were able to celebrate the back of a
community center, in the backyard of a community center. It was a little dirt
backyard and I remember there were chickens flying overhead and we had members
from the White House and representatives, Democrats and Republicans, faith
leaders from the community, parents and children, all celebrating that they were
coming together to offer summer meals for the first time in the Alamo Colonias, very
beautiful thing. One of the things that I want to ask you about, specifically, as it
relates to that, yesterday we had an opportunity to visit a few of the Colonias outside
of El Paso and meet with promotoras.
Muñoz: Yes.
Commissioner: And so how are you, as an organization, moving beyond the mentality
of seeing food insecure populations simply as those people, those clients that we
need to serve but incorporating them as a part of the solution, like we saw in Alamo?
Muñoz: Part of what we like to tell people is that we are all part of the Colonias program
but each region and each regional director has to customize the needs to the community. So
we simply ask. We’re always asking and we interview our communities and they’re the
ones that tell us. The surveys and the assessments are what leads us to our work plans and
sometimes the work plans change from one month to the other because we’re getting
feedback directly from the people that we serve. So in San Antonio, the new border, we
have promotoras that are working with the food banks so that we can have backpacks, the
food backpacks that are going to cover a limited number of families but they’ll cover Friday
night through Monday morning but we’re just in the process of setting that up. We have
different regions that have contracts with the food banks and each one of them, depending
on which one you want to talk about then, they vary a little bit and sometimes we have, in
Laredo, we have a list of people that have pickups because you never know when the food
bank is going to call. He says, “We just got a trailer full of potatoes,” and one of our
promotoras gets on the line and he starts calling everybody that’s got a pickup because the
food bank’s going to say, “I need this truck unloaded, yeah, right now.” So he’ll call the
pickups, the people with pickups and they head out to the food bank, including the director,
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who’s got a pickup and we just fill them up and bring them, and as soon as it gets here, the
promotoras are already calling the communities. Some of the centers, not all of them, have
kids café, where there is partnerships with agencies that will pay for meals, the dinner
meals, after school that are provided by the food banks, and we have kitchens in each one
of our centers and part of the activity is that the promotoras organize the parents to be the
volunteers so that when they bring the food from the food banks, kids on, the kids café is a
little bit different. What they do is that they bring us prepared foods that need to be stored
in either freezers or refrigerators. We get one delivery per week and it’s for Monday
through Friday and what we have found is that it’s hard to tell a parent, “You can’t eat. Only
your kids can eat.” So what we have to do is kind of stretch it, make it work for everybody.
We’re doing the same thing with the elders, when they get, there’s a feeding program just
for elders. For elders, what we do is, it’s a little heavy-handed on their portions. So what
you see is that elders come to the center for bingo, they come for, to watch the soaps. The
one thing, the rule is that you better have a big urn of coffee because elders love their
coffee, all right. Part of what happens there is that on purpose, we have our activities
between 10:00 in the morning to 2:00 in the afternoon. The reason we do that is because
that’s the only time that the elders are going to get an air conditioning or a heated place to
share with other elders because their homes will not likely have heaters or air
conditioners. So even the air conditioners in the vans that we provide transportation have
better cooling or heating equipment than their houses do. So when they come in, the food
bank or the van delivers their meals, it’s got a little bit more than just one portion per adult.
It’s got a portion and a half and you, they already know, they eat their portion. They save
the other half. They have their little coolers for dinner. So there’s different types of
partnerships that we can create.
Commissioner: Excellent, thank you. Rus, you had a question?
Commissioner: Just a quick one. Thank you, Muñoz, appreciate it. You mentioned a
percentage and I just need clarification. You mentioned a percentage by your census
taking of people that were American citizens.
Muñoz: Yes.
Commissioner: What was it again?
Muñoz: Between 83% and 97%.
Commissioner: It’s interesting because yesterday, the Colonias we visited, I believe it
was Sands or outside of El Paso here, we spoke with people that were very eloquent
in describing their situation but all of them were noncitizens and all of them wanted
to be on a path to citizenship. So it’s just sort of, the contrast is sort of surprising to
me. Does it really differ depending upon where the Colonias is?
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Muñoz: I think that it emphasizes the, our approach. I think that a Colonia, Colonias, as a
whole, are very diverse, just like you can find a community that most of them are
immigrants, you’re going to find communities that have a very high percentage of American
citizens. I, you know, many times I simply tell people, “Why would anybody traverse South
America, Central America, Mexico, cross whether it’s legal or illegal because we have both
kinds, cross to live in Third World conditions, when it’s that is what they’re leaving
behind?” So it depends on what area and it depends on what Colonia. So that’s why.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Anybody else? All right, Mariana?
Commissioner: Thank you very much for your testimony. If you could give one or two
brief recommendations to the National Commission to advise Congress on how to
address food insecurity among the families and communities in the Colonias, what
would they be?
Muñoz: I think that I would recommend that they see the border in the Colonias as a
diverse group in that we would have to look at the different needs of the different parts of
the state of Texas. That would be number one. Number two, I think that facilitating
transportation of meals to community resource centers would probably increase the
number of kids that you could feed. We have 42 community resource centers and they’re all
in rural communities. They’re all out in the outskirts of the, all the counties that we service
and there is a few others that are there, but I think that if you have a feeding program
where you could provide transportation. Of course, with that comes other expenses. You
need to make sure that those rural community resource centers have adequate
refrigeration and adequate heating ovens to keep the food. You don’t want it spoiling on
you.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you. Mr. Muñoz, it’s always good to be in the same room with
you. Thank you for traveling to El Paso to be with us.
Muñoz: Thank you.
Commissioner: We are going to take a 1-hour break and then we’ll reconvene at 1:00.
Thank you.
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KATHY KREY
DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH, TEXAS HUNGER INITIATIVE
AT BAYLOR UNIVERSITY
Commissioner: We’re only 10 minutes behind schedule and if anybody, all of my
colleagues that work with me know that that’s actually pretty remarkable. Though I
will say on four days of site visits around New Mexico, as rural as New Mexico is and
around the Colonias, around El Paso and so forth, I think we only had one moment
where we were more than 8 minutes off schedule because we have some amazing
people that can do some logistical work and so we’re going to stay, we’re going to get
back on time because at the end of our opportunity for invited testimony, we are
going to have 2 hours of public testimony and so we’re eager to hear from different
community organizations and individuals, it sounds like students that will be coming
to provide testimony this afternoon. For this session, we have two people. One of
which I know very well. Dr. Kathy Krey is the Texas Hunger Initiative’s Director of
Research. She’s been on board with us for the past several years. It’s an
interdisciplinary research agenda and so she is going to talk more about what we are
doing at the Texas Hunger Initiative around the state. We also have Linda Farr. Linda
comes from San Antonio and Linda, I’m going to get her title correct, is the Speaker
Elect of the House of Delegates for the Texas Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics and
she came recommended. I have met Linda in San Antonio but she came
recommended from our colleague in Ohio because she has some strong work and
recommendations for us to increase healthier communities. So we are grateful that
you’re both here. They will each have 15 minutes and then we’ll have 20 minutes for
questions when they conclude. Dr. Krey, we’ll start with you.
Krey: Great, thank you, members of the Commission, for the opportunity to be here today
and to share with you about the important work of reducing food insecurity. My goal today
is to share with you about three things, public and private partnerships, community
engagement and the results of some of these collaborative efforts in Texas. As Jeremy said,
my name is Kathy Krey and I’m the Director of Research at the Texas Hunger Initiative at
Baylor University and in that role, I oversee a portfolio of research and evaluation projects
on food security topics. THI is a collaborative capacity building project. So what that means
is we develop and implement strategies to end hunger and we do that through research,
policy, and community engagement. We’re headquartered at Baylor University and we have
twelve regional offices across the state, our large state, and in our work, we convene
federal, state, and local government stakeholders with nonprofits, faith communities and
business leaders to create an efficient system to increase food security in Texas. In Texas,
as I know you have heard many times today and in previous hearings, it’s estimated that
18% of households are food insecure, which is higher than the national average, and we
believe the prevalence of food insecurity is too large and complex to be addressed by
sectors working independently from one another.
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THI and its partners have fostered partnerships to maximize the reach and efficiency of
Federal Nutrition Programs and to develop innovative local solutions to address hunger.
Public/private partnerships decrease food access barriers, build local and state networks
and increase community empowerment. First, I’ll share about the purpose and value of
these kinds of partnerships and then I’ll share about how THI is shaping an infrastructure
and highlight the types of partnerships we’re facilitating across the state. Food assistance
programs are vital in the fight against hunger, as I know you have all heard and they
provide a critical safety net and research shows that Federal Nutrition Programs, which
provide healthy food to children and families are effective. They work. They help reduce
food insecurity and many of its negative consequences. These programs are administered
at the federal level by USDA and at the state level by state administrative agencies. So in
Texas, that includes agencies like the Texas Department of Agriculture, the Texas Health
and Human Services Commission, the Texas Department of State Health Services, a lot of
different agencies that THI has helped bring together. These Federal Nutrition Programs
are vital in helping local communities meet their needs and they have the benefit of being
scalable and providing access to resources but effectively distributing public services so
that all needs are met can be difficult, especially when they’re administered from a
centralized top-down approach.
And this is where private nonprofits and faith-based organizations come in. This is where
they can help. They’re familiar with the communities where they operate and they have
established relationships with the people that they serve. Thus public programs can utilize
the channels established by private organizations to reach eligible participants. These
partnerships can benefit both the public and private sectors but it can be difficult to
coordinate operations between government agencies and community-based organizations
and that’s where a third party can be helpful to make connections, to facilitate
communication, to enable collaboration and that’s what THI tries to do, that’s where we
come in. We play this role by bringing local and state governments together along with
their many private community partners. When our work started in 2009, we set out to
build the infrastructure needed to support these kind of partnerships that I’m describing.
We created a space where government agencies could dialogue and strategize, work
towards maximizing efficiency. We helped bring together three Commissioners in Texas
whose state agencies administer nutrition programs, who hadn’t worked together
previously, so they could figure out how can we maximize things. How can we achieve
better administration of some programs? In addition, with the support and buy-in of a key
USDA official, a series of meetings, proposals, conversations were launched and that helped
us do things, like reduce bureaucratic red tape, streamline services, and address gaps in
program administration. These conversations engendered a state operations team, which
was composed of officials from various agencies and that provided a conceptual framework
for cross-agency collaboration. The development of this infrastructure was key in
sustaining crucial partnerships across programs, across sectors, and agencies.
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Now I’m going to shift gears and provide an overview of some of the various ways that we
facilitate public/private partnerships. So the first way THI does this is through supporting
the Community Partner Recruitment Initiative. In an effort to make it easier and more
efficient for Texans to apply for and manage public benefits, the Texas Health and Human
Services Commission is partnering with community-based organizations. For them to reach
out to eligible Texans to utilize HHSC’s benefits, application, and management website. THI
and its subcontracting partners have engaged the help of nearly 1,200 local organizations
across the state. This includes faith-based organizations, childhood intervention programs,
libraries, hospitals, schools, colleges, and on and on, which all serve as access points. THI
performs three key roles in this partnership, implementation, translation, and evaluation.
We’ve helped implement this program through our twelve regional offices that recruit,
train, and support these community partners and because we have relationships with these
organizations, we’re able to interact on a level that’s unattainable often for a state agency.
Subsequently, we translate the language of government programs to the nonprofit world
and conversely, translate nonprofit language to government agencies.
Finally, using data from the state and field, we evaluate our work and all of our efforts to
create these partnerships so that we can develop best practices. Because of this state-level
partnership, SNAP-eligible Texans can reach out to a partner in their neighborhood to
apply, recertify, and, when things improve, withdraw from SNAP with the help of
community members. This reduces errors in applications, saves times and money, and
provides resources to Texans who need them. Another way that we support public/private
partnerships is through increasing access to child nutrition programs, which we believe is
crucial to addressing food insecurity. The Summer Food Service Program, which I know
you’re familiar with, administered by USDA is one crucial way that children get access to
healthy meals in the summer. In Texas about 300,000 children a day participate in the
Summer Meals Program and regular access to these meals is important, not just for health
but academic wellbeing. THI and its partners work at the state and the local level to
coordinate and support Summer Meals Programs and to assist local organizations in
addressing logistical barriers to ensure that the children who need the program have
access to it. There’s been an increase in the number of sponsors and sites in Texas over the
last five years, which helps the program reach more low-income students and reach
previously underserved areas. Additionally, children can be served meals through that atrisk afterschool meal program and that helps relieve the financial burden of working
parents, especially, and provides financial support for schools and community centers that
run afterschool programs, so they can provide healthy meals and additional programs. An
average of 51,000 meals per day were served in Texas through the afterschool program in
2014.
Following are two examples of partnerships in Texas that supplement and maximize
federal funding and state administration of child nutrition programs. In the Rio Grande
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Valley, Catholic Charities utilizes the Summer Food Service Program to sponsor more than
70 summer meal sites. They collaborate with churches and nonprofits to support those
sites. In addition, a local nonprofit provides classes for adults in the summer. A national
nonprofit provides books and educational programming and these churches and nonprofits
coordinate their efforts. They share volunteers. They serve meals and they provide
activities for children and their families. In east Texas we partner with the East Texas
Community Food Coalition and local farmers to redistribute excess food from a local
farmers’ market to summer meal sites. The program includes educating families on healthy
eating habits and cooking lessons and these partnerships link families to existing resources
in their community to improve quality of life. In addition to summer and afterschool meals,
school breakfast is an important component to a successful day, especially for low income
children who might not have access to it otherwise.
In Texas more than 1.8 million students start their day with school breakfast, including
1.5 million low-income students and I know you’ve heard research studies demonstrate
that eating breakfast is associated with positive student outcomes and they offer students
better opportunities to succeed in school, especially children at risk of missing meals at
home. We partner with other advocacy organizations to develop relationships with school
personnel to support them in integrating breakfast during the school day and to provide
tips, tools, success stories, things they need to run logistically efficient and cost-effective
breakfast programs. In the last 5 years THI and its partners together have increased the
number of breakfast meals served by 65 million. In addition to these two things, we also
foster innovative partnerships through locally owned coalitions. We’re a leader in creating
and supporting Food Planning Associations or FPAs, which are groups of organizations and
individuals who are committed to making their community’s food secure through improved
communication and coordination. They’re comprised of various representatives from
around the community, and we develop this model as a mechanism for local communities
to assess the structure and procedure of food delivery systems to identify resources and
gaps, make decisions for change, and implement action plans. We currently support twelve
FPAs across the state and one example of our organizing works in San Angelo, Texas, where
the Kids Eat Free Program is comprised largely of local churches and community
volunteers. They came together to develop and coordinate a summer meals program.
Congregations provide as their resources allow them, whether that’s volunteers, space, or
food and then they coordinate based on neighborhood location and their established
relationships and networks. Other FPAs situated in large cities, such as the Dallas Coalition
for Hunger Solution, takes a multifaceted approach, where they focus on a lot of different
local initiatives. In fact, the coalition developed the Hunger Solutions Guide for the faith
community, that’s comprised of ways churches can address hunger. Recently nine
interfaith organizations and congregations piloted the Family Garden Demonstration
Project, where GardenSoxx kits were distributed to 120 low income families throughout
the greater Dallas area.
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In summary, in all of this work, THI is really facilitating partnerships to address the
multifaceted nature of food insecurity. Through actors, such as state agencies, schools,
nonprofits, congregations and foundations, resources are pulled and maximized, and by
stretching these resources we can do more. Independently, the public and private sectors
can do a great deal for economically vulnerable Americans but when they’re working
together, like they are in Texas, there’s a greater impact. We see increased efficiency in
service delivery, enhanced community capacity to address local issues, and most
importantly, the citizens who need the benefits have access to them. Congress passed a
resolution to strengthen public and private partnerships through a line item in the Farm
Bill called Hunger Free Communities. We believe strengthening allocation to Hunger Free
Communities will expand the capacity of state-based public and private partnerships
resulting in greater coordination at the local level, strengthening social networks for lowincome Americans and thus reducing the need for long-term federal nutrition assistance. If
we choose to work together, ending food security is a solvable problem. Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you, Dr. Krey.
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LINDA FARR
SPEAKER ELECT, HOUSE OF DELEGATES FOR THE ACADEMY OF NUTRITION AND
DIETETICS
Commissioner: Ms. Farr?
Farr: Well, in Texas speak, I’d like to say, “Good afternoon, y’all.”
Commissioner: Good afternoon to you.
Unidentified: Buenos tardes.
Farr: As the Speaker Elect of the House of Delegates for the Academy of Nutrition and
Dietetics and as a Texas Food and Nutrition Leader, I appreciate the National Commission
on Hunger’s invitation to present testimony today. I have provided for you my written
testimony and the very last sheet is a list of resources for some of the programs I’ll be
referring to today.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Farr: And if you have trouble finding any of those, I’d be happy to be your resource to
connect you to those.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Farr: I’m a Registered Dietician/Nutritionist in San Antonia and have owned my own
private practice for the past 20 years, counseling clients on a variety of health issues, such
as diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular disease, and malnutrition. I’ve been an appointee to the
San Antonio Mayor’s Fitness Council for 6 years and have volunteered for several
community nutrition programs, including the San Antonio ¡Por Vida! Healthy Restaurant
Initiative and the San Antonio Healthy Vending Initiative. Today I’m representing my
professional association, the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. The Academy is the
largest organization of food and nutrition professionals representing more than 75,000
members, including registered dietician/nutritionists, dietetic technicians registered and
other food and health professionals. Its mission is to optimize the nation’s health through
food and nutrition. Registered dietician/nutritionists are passionate and dedicated food
and nutrition professionals who translate the science of nutrition into practical every day
food choices and nutrition behaviors, which consumers of all ages can implement into their
daily lives. Many of our members work in community nutrition and public health settings
where they empower food insecure consumers with the knowledge and skills to make safe,
healthy, and cost effective choices. The Academy’s EatRight.org website is a trusted public
and professional resource to food, health, and fitness groups of all ages. We provide
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nutrition education materials and toolkits, many free of charge for the public and
community educators. These resources could be helpful to your efforts.
Registered dietician/nutritionists are leaders in addressing food and nutrition insecurity.
As a profession, we are especially concerned about food insecurity from the standpoint of
the associated higher rates of hypertension, high cholesterol, diabetes, and overall
healthcare costs. Our House of Delegates conducted a mega-issue dialogue on food and
nutrition insecurity in May of 2013. As a result of that meeting an Academy Food and
Nutrition Insecurity Task Force was established. The action plan now receives oversight by
our Public Health Community Nutrition Committee, which reports regularly to our
membership and includes a focus on development of novel ideas and new resources. These
resources will be at our member’s fingertips when working on food security and public
health issues. One idea that came out of that action plan was a toolkit entitled Hunger in
our Community. This toolkit includes two presentations, one for parents and one for teens.
Each presentation is 20 minutes long and includes PowerPoint slides, optional activities
and handouts. There’s also a new toolkit in the works called Smart Choice for a Healthy
Planet. We believe in the value of consumer education in growing food, preparing meals at
home, and limiting food waste as important ways to control food cost. Academy members
have the expertise to educate consumers on these issues as shown by their leadership in
WIC, SNAP Ed, farm-to-school, and the expanded food and nutrition education program to
name a few.
Today I’d like to present recommendations on ways that the members of the Academy can
support this Commission’s efforts to find ways to more effectively use existing programs
and funds, as well as develop new initiatives that will combat domestic hunger and very
low food insecurity. First, the Academy has developed some valuable evidence-based tools
and resources, many of which may be used free of charge to develop and implement
effective interventions and education. Secondly, our Academy members can be valuable
resources, not only because we, as nutrition professionals, have influence on policies,
business decisions, budgets and programming but because we are uniquely qualified to
create and deliver consumer-friendly, cost-effective science-based nutrition education
services.
The first resource I’d like to present to you today is our evidence analysis library. Our
library is a synthesis of the most relevant and current nutritional research to help guide
best practices for our members. A grade is assigned to each conclusion statement to
indicate the overall strength or weakness of evidence. We use this evidence as the
backbone of everything we do, from client counseling to research. The topic of food
insecurity was added in 2011. We have six questions that were asked about food security.
Here are a few examples of the methods found to have strong evidence conclusions for the
following question, “What are the effective intervention strategies that have been identified
to assist food insecure individuals in meeting their nutritional goals,” and these are just a
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few examples. Fruit and vegetable vouchers to be used at traveling stores, encouraging
farmers’ market nutrition programs, advocacy for efforts to improve access to fresh fruits
and vegetables in the home, particularly for adolescents, and nutrition education
interventions focusing on increasing home meal preparation, including time-saving meal
preparation, shopping, and cooking techniques. There is also evidence analysis on effective
cross-cultural communications. These conclusions can be accessed through our evidence
analysis library website and are free to Academy members. Non-Academy members can
purchase an annual subscription of $250.00.
The second resource is called our GENIE Tool, G-E-N-I-E. It can be very difficult to compare
programs when they are all uniquely designed. In 2014 the Academy Foundation designed
a tool called GENIE, Guide for Effective Nutrition Interventions and Education to help with
this. We believe that this tool could be especially helpful to your program evaluation
process. GENIE is a free online validated tool consisting of a checklist of 35 quality criteria
in nine categories to help nutrition education practitioners, such as dieticians, food bank
directors, and grant administrators to design high quality, effective programs. It also
contains helpful video tutorials and suggested resources. GENIE has two purposes. It
evaluates the quality of existing or proposed nutrition education programs, so that funders
can have a set of criteria to determine which programs are most likely to succeed, and it
serves as a resource for individuals planning nutrition education programs to understand
best practices and evaluate their programs. Case studies highlighting how each of five food
banks strengthen their nutrition through GENIE can be found in an article entitled GENIE:
Out of the Bottle and into the Food Bank, which is currently being published. Combined
results from five food banks show that they improved in every GENIE category from a preGENIE overall score of 65% to a post-GENIE overall score of 89% for all nine categories
combined.
The third resource would be our DANEH tool. DANEH is spelled D-A-N-E-H. It stands for
Designing and Assessing Nutrition Education Handouts. DANEH is the first validated tool to
provide objective criteria for reviewing the quality of nutrition and education handouts. It’s
a free checklist tool that was developed for and housed on the Healthy Food Bank Hub
website. The Healthy Food Bank Hub, as you may know, is a project developed in
partnership with Feeding America, the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, and the
National Dairy Counsel. The Hub provides a platform to connect food banks and agencies
and nutrition and health professionals to share strategies, tools, and innovative practices
around hunger relief, nutrition, and health efforts. DANEH consists of 22 yes or no
questions, which evaluate quality in five categories, Content, Behavior, Focus, Cultural
Sensitivity, Written Word Organization and Readability. At the end of the questionnaire you
are provided with a score and a resource list. Because of the level of research that went into
DANEH, results are shown across all levels of education. So as a comparison, DANEH
focuses on one element of nutrition education, which is the handouts, and the GENIE
Program deals with entire programs.
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The fourth program I’d like to mention is our RD Empowerment Program. Establishing
healthy family behaviors early in life is important in promoting healthy habits and
preventing childhood overweight and its associated negative physical, mental, and social
effects that persist in adulthood. The RD Empowerment Program was developed by the
Academy Foundation in collaboration with Healthy Children, Healthy Futures. It
demonstrated that a series of four 1½ to 2 hour community-based workshops taught by
registered dieticians or dietetic interns showed promise in empowering parents and low
income families to make positive family environment and behavior changes. Lessons were
taught in schools and were based on physical activity, screen time, eating behaviors,
unsweetened beverages, and regular bedtime. Each lesson had a food tasting component
and there was a companion cookbook. Materials were available in English, Spanish, and
Chinese. There was also an interesting family nutrition and physical activity survey that
was done. It was a quantitative tool that you may want to check out. It actually is an
evaluation that may be useful in situations where evaluation funds are limited and
concerns for participant burden are paramount.
Finally, I’d like to tell you just about two new programs that we have at the Academy. One is
Feeding America, it’s called Healthy Cities. Feeding America partnered with the Academy
Foundation to test a suite of services at food banks in three cities. These services included
implementing healthy places to play, health screenings, and mobile food pantries. The
result of the evaluation are not yet complete but we feel that the concept of food pantries as
linkages to other services is important. And finally, we have developed a new dietetic
internship concentration in food insecurity and food banking, which means that we are on
the forefront of ensuring that highly skilled professionals are available to work with food
insecure populations. The Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics would like to thank you for
your work and appreciates the opportunity to comment on food and nutrition insecurity
and the opportunity to serve as a resource to this Commission as you develop your
recommendations to Congress and to the Secretary. We hope that when you make your
recommendations, you will include registered dietician nutritionists as cost effective,
evidence-based nutrition education providers and that you will also include the many free
evidence-based tools and resources the Academy has to offer, such as GENIE, DANEH, and
the RD Parent Empowerment Program. Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you, Ms. Farr. That was fantastic. So Dr. Susan Finn, who is a
member of the Commission sends her regards. She is eager to read your report but
was certainly grateful that you were willing to come and provide testimony to us.
Farr: Thank you.
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Commissioner: At this time we’re going to open it up to the Commissioners for
questions.
Commissioner: Am I allowed one quick question to each person?
Commissioner: I have a question first for Ms. Farr, which is, as a pediatrician, my
major concern is nutrition mis-education, that we do one-on-one education and
people go home and walk past a billboard, turn on a television, and it’s pouring out
even on their children, the little ones. And I wondered if you would comment on
that? I have a completely separate question for Dr. Krey, which is your work is very
impressive but my concern and I hope this doesn’t make Jeremy mad at me—
Commissioner: We’re going to strike her question before she even asks. No, I’m
joking. [Laughter]
Commissioner: — is that people don’t realize the importance of the federal and
public component of what you’re doing and are therefore misled into thinking that
the private and philanthropic sector could do it and I wonder, we saw a sign over in
the clinic saying, ‘Texas does this in its own way, apply for Medicaid,’ and so Medicaid
was a Texan invention and completely not acknowledging the federal contribution
that the similar risk in the anti-hunger world is people feeling that wonderful people
like you can do it and therefore we can disinvest in the federal programs, which I
know is not what you think but the question is how to frame your message to the
Commission and to the Congress so that that is not the take home.
Commissioner: Thank you, Dr. Frank. Ms. Farr?
Farr: Thank you. Thank you, Dr. Frank. I think our whole Academy agrees with what you
just said about misinformation on health. From our perspective, we believe that
credentialed practitioners should be the ones providing nutrition education and
empowering those that don’t have that education to provide the best information. It used to
be that there wasn’t enough information in the media. Now it’s everywhere because of
social media and everything else. So that’s why I wanted to provide to this Commission the
information about the qualitative evidence-based materials that we do have. In addition to
that, I would say that I think parents are a key tool to educating families and if we can reach
out and educate the parents and those that are educators in the community with quality
materials and information that’s doable and that’s not on too high of a level that’s hard to
understand but as a registered dietician/nutritionist, we bring that down to the level of
those that need to understand the material, so if the material’s informational and backed by
science then I think we can reach a large group of population.
Commissioner: Thank you, Dr. Krey?
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Krey: And thank you, also, for your question. That is an excellent one, actually, and I think
you’re right that there is a risk of that and there is the myth and the misnomer that this
problem can be addressed by one sector alone and namely, the charitable sector. I think
when you talk about changing messaging or you asked what could we do to change our
messaging, I think one of the problems we see in working in local communities and trying
to make these connections is a lot of times organizations themselves may not know about
these programs that are available that they could be utilizing. So we’re trying to inform and
increase awareness among organizations and I think the next step is taking that and
informing and increasing that same level of awareness with the participants and with the
people that are utilizing the programs. So I think it’s using clearer straightforward language
and describing the programs and making sure those names are prominent in any
communication and media materials, and trying to help drive home that partnership, and
that it really is a collaboration of those different sectors.
Commissioner: Great, thank you.
Commissioner: Well, thank you both very much. I thought it was very provocative
and helpful and learned a lot, appreciate you being here. Dr. Susan Finn is a good
friend of mine. We spent time in Indianapolis together recently. I have a question
around nutrition education. I wonder, I’m particularly impressed by the Parent
Empowerment Program, where you do show some clear documented changes in
behavior but not only just for you, Linda, but for you, Dr. Krey, too, do we know much
more? I ran in New York, I was the Deputy Commissioner and ran the SNAP Program,
the TANF Program, and obviously, nutrition education and I was always troubled
that we didn’t really seem to have any information that was specific enough about
the durational impacts of nutrition education on client behavior in food buying and
food preparation and whether it lasted past the time of their participation in SNAP or
whatever. And then the second question that I’ve asked previously in that context is
what is your sense about limiting the food package in the SNAP Program, which is the
only program that doesn’t have nutritional standards to at least eliminate the ability
to purchase sugar-sweetened beverages with public funds?
Farr: I’d be happy to answer your question about the Parent Empowerment Program. This
was a study that was just done in five communities and so that was one of the issues with
this particular study, was that they didn’t have long-term outcomes, and when you read the
report, it even addresses the fact that parents said that they, you know, they were gung-ho
and then it was very easy to kind of lose the momentum or something, you know, life
happened and vacation happened and things like that but I think this was a first step and I
think that this particular program could be repeated and improved upon. We all know that
you don’t make changes in health with just one try. It takes multiple tries and I think this is
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a very cost-effective program that really educated the parent, again, and they’re the ones
that influence their children but you’re exactly right.
Commissioner: Would either one of you like to speak to the second question?
Krey: Well, I think along with some other testimony that we’ve heard today addressing that
question, I think current research, you know, that we’re most familiar with, really doesn’t
demonstrate a strong link between, you know, a need for making those kind of limits and
really focusing on increasing participation among eligible participants who aren’t getting
access to the program and trying to make sure it’s more available to those who need it and
making that the paramount focus.
Commissioner: I just hope you don’t think I think it’s an either/or issue, by the way. I
don’t.
Krey: Certainly.
Commissioner: Thank you. Cherie?
Commissioner: For Dr. Krey, I’m just wondering whether there’s a how-to manual for
states or other, actually for other universities, to replicate to some degree the work
that you’re doing. It seems to me that while food banks and some more narrowly
focused advocacy organizations do some, I’m not sure that there’s anybody that does
as much, that is both, you know, 30,000-foot view but very highly, but very narrowly
focused on specific outcomes and I’m curious about that. It seems like a huge
opportunity for other states.
Krey: Certainly, I appreciate that comment and that question. We have a handful of various
things that are published kind of talking about our work and what we do. As far as a more
comprehensive kind of how-to or roadmap or narrative of how we’ve gotten to this point, is
actually something we’re currently working on. So it is something that we have seen and
received enough questions and comments from others who are interested and kind of that
history and learning from that, that it is something that we’re working on.
Commissioner: Outstanding, thank you. Thank you, both, for your testimony.
Commissioner: Portland Mariana?
Commissioner: Thank you, both, for your testimonies. I have a different question for
each of you. Ms. Farr, I am very interested in the nutrition education tools and
toolkits that your organization is making available. I’m very grateful for that. I didn’t
hear you talk about cultural competence and about literacy levels and I’m sure that
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you incorporated those types of components into these education materials. Can you
talk a little more about that? And then Dr. Krey, I’m very excited about the
public/private partnership aspects of THI. You talked about working with, across a
number of different sectors but I didn’t hear about exposure to violence or access to
safe and affordable housing, both of which have been shown to be very directly
related to food insecurity. So I was wondering if you could address that and see, tell
us if THI is doing anything in those domains and you had stated that through public
and private partnerships and community engagement these types of activities
actually enhance community empowerment. Could you define community
empowerment for me and tell, and explain a little bit more about whether and how
you are measuring that?
Farr: I’ll address the cultural competence and the literacy. We do have on our evidence
analysis library several questions on cultural competence and I just simply didn’t have time
to address those, I’m sorry, but I’d be happy to connect you to that information. We
consider that in all of our education materials and we’ve even had another House of
Delegates discussion on health literacy. I can say that in the GENIE Program that’s one of
the items that’s addressed. It’s what is the age group or the level of literacy that is
addressed, so that’s a consideration, if you use that toolkit and I believe it’s also in that
nutrition education handout toolkit as well.
Commissioner: That’s great, thank you.
Commissioner: Would you include that when you submit your written testimony?
Farr: Sure, be happy to.
Commissioner: Thank you. Dr. Krey?
Krey: Thank you so much for your question. So to answer the first part of it about violence
and safe and affordable housing, I think you’re right. It’s not a major area when I talk about
all the sectors that we are bringing together. It is something that we have come across,
certainly, in our work. So, for example, with summer meal site placement, so that’s an area
we’ve done a lot of work of trying to look at publicly available data of where summer meal
sites are and where they’re not and, in a state as big as Texas, we have a lot of sites but we
have a lot of huge gaps and so it’s not just looking in our rural counties. A few years ago we
had 50-something counties without a single site. Now that’s down to 30-something but
even in our urban areas, we know that safety and violence are issues. So it’s not as simple
as putting them on a map and looking at the number of kids and saying, “Oh, that area is
covered,” and that’s where the local perspective of our work really helps because you get to
know the local community. You understand there might be safety concerns, so that a kid
can’t go across the street to that site because of some issues and parental concerns. We’ve
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learned that through some focus groups we’ve done with parents, learning about some of
those. So then we learned when we actually do need a site over here if we’re going to
address these kids because they can’t make it to this location because of some safety and
violence concerns. So I think that’s an example of one way that that aspect of what you’re
talking about enters into our work. I think on the other question, on community
empowerment, when we use that word, we’re really talking about communities being
empowered to access available resources and address their own needs and so really being,
for them, to be able to come together and assess what are their needs, what are their gaps,
to help connect them to existing resources that are out there and show them how those can
be connected and therefore they’re empowered not just to take anything and everything or
what we or anyone else might think is a need but that they’re empowered to identify their
own needs and tap into existing resources that can meet those. You asked a really good
question about how we’re measuring that. So I think one way we’re starting to do that, we
keep a lot of records. We have a large database about all the connections that we’re making
between peoples and organizations in the communities we work in around the state so that
over time, with enough data, we can commute, compute, and do some network analysis to
show the degree of connectivity that’s been increased maybe and some other outcomes
associated with that, so that’s kind of an early step we’re taking to kind of look at how do
you quantify something like that, and how do we measure it and that’s kind of our first
steps.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Excellent, thank you, both, for your time and for traveling to El Paso
to spend your afternoon or your day with us. That’s been very informative and we
look forward to the submission of your written testimony. We’d love to be able to
follow up with you with e-mails. Obviously, I work with you, Kathy, and so I can
follow up with you in your office but we appreciate your, what you’re doing in
communities to help reduce food insecurity. Thank you.
Krey: Thank you.
Commissioner: We’re going to take a 10-minute break and then we will come back
together. We’re going to have a slight change in our agenda. Kori Reed, Vice
President of ConAgra Foods Foundation is going to present after the next break with
Dr. Joe Sharkey and then that gives us a little bit of an expanded time to hear both
from Laurie Biscoe and Janet Bono to talk specifically about the issue of workforce.
Thank you.
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LAURIE BISCOE
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION TEXAS
Commissioner: Thank you for being with us. Before us this afternoon, we have Laurie
Biscoe, the Deputy Director of the Workforce Development Commission, in from
Austin, and Janet Bono, the Program Administrator for Workforce Services,
Workforce Solutions. So I jokingly told them we’re eager to hear from them because
we need them to tell us what the magic pill is to put America back to work and so we
know that after we hear your testimony that we will have ended food insecurity in
the United States and we can call it a day, so no pressure.
Unidentified: Nothing like a little pressure.
Commissioner: That’s right. Well, so since we’ve switched up the schedule so they’ll
be able to give full testimony each and then we’ll have time for the Commission to
ask you questions afterwards. We’ll begin with Ms. Biscoe.
Biscoe: Good afternoon and again, I am Laurie Biscoe. I’m the Deputy Director in our
Workforce Division with the Texas Workforce Commission and we really, truly are honored
to be, have been invited to present to this Commission and to be a part of the work that
you’re doing. From a personal perspective, I’ve been very blessed to have never
experienced a lack of food or true hunger. However, as a young person, my family
experienced periods of very low income and unemployment. Looking back on those times
in reflection in preparing for this testimony, I recognized that my parents obviously made
the provision of food one of the highest priorities, which meant we did go without other
things of priority, as well. My experience is not unlike that of many families. Working in the
workforce system, our mission and purpose is to ensure that we understand the skills and
education needed by individuals to qualify for and obtain jobs that employers are looking
to fill. Having stable employment is a critical factor in providing a family, providing for a
family, including providing nourishing meals for children and parents, so that they’re able
to perform well, both in school and employment. TWC provides an integrated workforce
system providing many services and we’re dedicated to developing a skilled workforce in
Texas. TWC is a system composed of ourselves and coupled with 28 local workforce
development boards that provide services to job seekers and employers throughout the
state. To talk about efforts at the local level, you have Janet Bono with you here today, as
well, who serves the, who is a member of, is a staff for the Board for our local Board here in
the El Paso area. The workforce system is based on many partnerships, including the
partner, starting with the partnership between the state and the local boards but then
beyond that, there are partnerships with business, with human service organizations, with
community-based organizations, as well as economic development and other entities with
an interest in workforce development. These partnerships through the 28 boards assist
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with defining the local employment opportunities that are in demand and the education
and training needed for those jobs.
As I noted previously, TWC administers in an integrated fashion multiple workforce
education and training programs. While services may be provided concurrently for
multiple programs serving the same individual, I’m going to focus my comments on the
Supplemental Nutrition Employment and Training Program. In Texas the SNAP Program is
administered as a partnership between two state agencies. The Health and Human Services
Commission determines eligibility for SNAP benefits, as well as determining whether
individuals are able to work. Those determinations are electronically transmitted to TWC
on a regular basis. We then, as the agency that administers the SNAP Employment and
Training Program, provides services and assistance to SNAP recipients to prepare and find
employment that will allow for transitioning from SNAP benefits and possibly other types
of assistance to financial independence. Both agencies share information regularly and
facilitate effective communication by providing consistent messages to SNAP recipients
regarding the importance of finding employment and better identifying and mitigating
barriers to finding and retaining employment. Local workforce solutions office staff then
outreach and provide services to SNAP recipients who have been determined to be able to
work. The services that are provided include first, developing an employment plan. Part of
that plan begins with assessing the participant’s strengths and employment goals and
jointly developing that plan based on that individual’s needs and the available community
resources. An important part of the employment planning process is the availability of
labor market information about the types of jobs available in the region, those that are
projected to grow in the future and the educational requirements for jobs, both at the entry
level and then beyond entry into a career pathway. The employment plan may include
activities such as job search, which may include using the state’s job matching system,
which here in Texas we call WorkinTexas.com.
In addition, job readiness activities, like resume development and interviewing skills that
may not come naturally for an individual but are critical to finding employment would be
part of that plan. Also, the plan may include work experience working with organizations
and community organizations to provide job, work experience for those individuals. The
plan also may include support services, the need for support services to enable that
individual to be prepared for employment. Those support services may include
transportation, which you’ve heard quite a bit about already today. They may include the
need for childcare, clothing, GED preparation, and payment. I’d like to take a minute just to
highlight that TWC does administer the subsidized childcare program. Quality childcare is a
critical support for many low income families in order to be able to work. Making a
connection with the workforce system may be the first awareness by a parent of this
valuable resource for families. Childcare assistance may make the difference needed to be
able to effectively search for, obtain, and retain employment. In addition, local workforce
offices have established connections with local community resources that provide
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temporary assistance with needs, such as food. However, our system’s ultimate goal is to
position individuals with employment and an understanding of a career pathway that will
enable providing food, transportation and other basic needs on a long-term basis. In
administering the SNAP E&T Program, Texas takes the work first approach, which means
that emphasis is placed on activities that provide all SNAP recipients with quick exposure
to the local labor market. Often times what an individual is missing in being a viable job
candidate is experience.
Texas is very proud of the work that we do in the SNAP, with our SNAP E&T customers, and
the outcomes we see for the individuals that are outreached and engage with the workforce
system to find employment. We currently serve approximately 48,000 individuals per year.
While the numbers seem significant on its own, the reality is that SNAP E&T funding is only
sufficient to provide E&T services to a small portion of the approximately 700,000 eligible
SNAP recipients. While we outreach and are available to serve all able-bodied adults
without dependents or ABAWDs, we currently are able to outreach and offer services to
only about 5% of the nonABAWD eligible population. I would just note there that I’m
talking specifically about the SNAP E&T Program but as I said, we have many workforce
education and training programs. Those programs may very well be available to those
individuals, as well. The employment rate for individuals who do participate in the SNAP
E&T Program statewide is currently a little over 80%, very strong, one of our strongest
employment outcomes of programs that are administered. During the current year, Texas
received approximately $5 million more in funding than [it] received in prior years. This
additional funding has allowed Texas to provide SNAP E&T services to all able-bodied
adults, ABAWDs and to expand service delivery to the nonABAWD SNAP population.
The additional funding provided an opportunity for local workforce staff to connect with
their local community partners, such as food banks, to expand service delivery. The
ultimate funding for this coming year, FY2016, is uncertain but we’re expecting that it may
likely decrease in the coming year. Knowing that may be the case, the Workforce
Commission is currently considering dedicating a portion of its SNAP funding to implement
an initiative focused on strengthening partnerships with local food banks and workforce
development areas. As mentioned earlier, food bank partnerships currently exist in many
areas as a community resource and a work fair or work experience location for SNAP
participants. As part of the initiative, funds will be dedicated to building capacity for
assisting and educating and/or training local food bank staff and volunteers about the
workforce services available in the local area. Workforce Solutions office staff under the
initiative would be available to provide information about SNAP E&T services and other
workforce services, training on the use of our job matching system, WorkinTexas.com and
making and scheduling and making referrals to the services available through our local
offices. We are hoping that expanding board and food bank partnerships to promote SNAP
E&T and other workforce services will allow for providing awareness and actual service
delivery to more of our SNAP recipient population than we currently have the resources to
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serve. As for recommendations, based on the success we’ve seen in working with
individuals to find employment, we recommend that discussions regarding alleviating
hunger include consideration and a connection to the delivery of workforce services. With
that, I end my comments and be glad to engage in discussion later.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you, Ms. Biscoe.
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JANET BONO
WORKFORCE SERVICES PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS BORDERPLEX
Commissioner: Yes, Ms. Bono?
Bono: Good afternoon, I’m Janet Bono, Workforce Services Program Administrator with
Workforce Solutions Borderplex. We’re honored that Workforce Solutions Borderplex was
invited to provide testimony to the National Commission on Hunger. We’d like to thank you
for choosing El Paso as one of the cities in which to hear testimony. I would like to highlight
a few facts about the region we serve. The counties the Workforce Solutions Borderplex
serves are Brewster, Culberson, El Paso, Hudspeth, Jeff Davis, and Presidio with the
majority of the region’s population residing in El Paso County. To put it into perspective
according to the US Census Quick Facts for 2014, there were 857,317 individuals residing
in the six-county region with 833,487 of those individuals residing in El Paso County. El
Paso is also the largest city along the U.S./Mexico border.
The employment landscape continues to improve for the El Paso MSA. In May of 2015 the
unemployment rate for [the] El Paso MSA was at 5.0%, lower than the national
unemployment rate of 5.3% but we did lag behind the state of Texas with an
unemployment rate of 4.1%. Workforce Solutions Borderplex is one of 28 local workforce
boards in the state of Texas. We provide integrated workforce employment and training
services throughout a six-county region in southwest Texas. Our funding is primarily
federal funding from the U.S. Department of Labor, U.S. Health and Human Services and the
U.S. Department of Agriculture that comes to us through the Texas Workforce Commission.
We have career centers throughout El Paso County to include sites at Ft. Bliss and the
University of Texas at El Paso and have regular presence at the Center Against Sexual and
Family Violence, as well as a partnership with the Housing Authority in El Paso to host job
fairs and outreach housing residents to inform them about our workforce services.
Workforce Solutions Borderplex is guided by a volunteer board of directors with the
majority of the board composed of representation from the private sector and includes
representation from community-based organizations, economic development, education
and literacy and the public sector. Board staff administers the workforce programs with
direct delivery of the services provided by its workforce service contractors. The delivery
of services are provided to help customers obtain employment and skills needed to secure
employment that leads to economic stability, that includes meeting their basic needs, such
as housing and nutrition. Workforce Solutions Borderplex offers employment and training
services through its career centers. We also operate a mobile unit, which contains ten
computers with satellite connections that can be used to access WorkinTexas.com, register
for work, send resumes, and access online courses. Satellite capability is really important in
the mobile unit because many parts of our region don’t have wiring for the Internet. So
workforce center staff maintain an established schedule with the mobile unit visiting the
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rural counties without a brick and mortar career center in order to bring our services to
those counties.
We partner with business and industry to identify employment opportunities, the skills
needed to fill those positions and then match job seekers with those job openings. Targeted
industry fairs are held quarterly to connect job seekers with employers and hiring fairs are
also held in our career centers on a weekly basis. This summer we’ve partnered with
businesses to provide summer employment to 200 youth through our Workforce
Investment Act/Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act Youth Program. The average
weekly wages for the Workforce Solutions Borderplex area lags behind the state of Texas.
For example, during the third quarter of 2014 our region’s average weekly wage was
$707.84 compared to the state of Texas average weekly wage of $1,071.20. This is one of
the reasons we partner with economic development entities, excuse me, to market our
workforce and our employer services in order to expand business and recruit business
with higher wage jobs to our area. We offer job readiness workshops on resume writing,
interviewing tips and practice, financial literacy, dressing for success and registering [with
the] new WorkinTexas.com, the Texas Workforce Commission statewide job matching
system. Computers, fax, and copy machines, as well as telephones are available in our
career centers. Customers may use these to aid in their employment search.
Job matching and referral services are available through our employment services staff, as
well. Numerous reports have identified the connection between educational achievement
and employment earnings. We’re committed to developing a skilled workforce that meets
the needs of business, so job seekers have the opportunity to obtain employment in higher
wage occupations. Education and training is vital to this end. In El Paso County, 16.1% of
the population aged 25 years and older have less than a Ninth Grade education level. To
help address this, we assist individuals seeking to complete secondary education by
providing tutoring and basic skill services and referral to educational institutions. We
provide GED testing fee payments for eligible customers. We also work closely with our
public schools to have a regular presence at specific schools that are working with at-risk
student populations. Workforce Solutions Borderplex is invested in providing services to
keep youth connected to education and reconnecting those who have dropped out of school
by providing education and employment activities. For individuals in need of occupational
skills building, training assistance is available. Eligible customers may choose from a list of
targeted occupations in which to train and we will provide up to $8,500.00 in tuition
assistance towards the cost of tuition.
Support services are available to remove barriers for customers who are engaging in
employment and training services. These ancillary services include, but are not limited to,
transportation assistance in the form of bus or gas cards, so customers can commute to and
from workforce activities, childcare assistance where families receive childcare subsidies
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to offset the cost of childcare, clothing assistance for work purposes, purchase of work
tools, and limited emergency assistance with housing and utilities expenses.
Our workforce programs are available to individuals who meet program eligibility with
income eligibility, excuse me, with income eligibility being a criterion for most of the
programs. Our programs include the Workforce Investment Act Adult Dislocated and Youth
Programs, TAA, TANF Choices, which is an employment and training program for
individuals receiving TANF benefits. The noncustodial parent program, SNAP employment
and training, as well as employment services and we have a national emergency grant, as
well. To best meet the needs of the individual customers, individuals may be enrolled into
more than one program. For example, an individual participating in the Choices Program
and who enrolls into occupational training may also be enrolled in the Workforce
Investment Act Program, as a means of ensuring that their training is not interrupted if the
participant loses their TANF benefits. Between October 1st, 2013, and June 18th, 2015, 4,119
individuals receiving SNAP benefits were provided with services through Workforce
Solutions Borderplex. They received 12,552 services. The services included, but were not
limited to, employment planning, occupational training, GED, high school, transportation
and childcare assistance, and job search assistance.
During this period, 1,560 individuals were connected to some type of employment activity,
whether it was subsidized employment to gain work experience, on-the-job training to
earn while they learn or unsubsidized employment. During 2014, 38,254 job seekers in the
Workforce Solutions Borderplex region became employed through our services. Of those,
2,597 were individuals who had been receiving public assistance. The employment entry
may have resulted through accessing job matching services through WorkinTexas.com,
through services through our employment services, through learning skills through the job
readiness workshops, or through Workforce Program assistance. For our board contract
year of 2014 the average hourly wage, excuse me, for Workforce Program participants was
$12.42. I would like to briefly touch on one of our programs, the childcare services
program. In 2014 Workforce Solutions Borderplex provided childcare services to 10,635
children. As Laurie Biscoe of the Texas Workforce Commission stated, the childcare
services program is a critical support for income-eligible families to be able to work and it’s
an avenue for exposing families to the numerous services available through Workforce
Solutions. This program has an added benefit for children who may be experiencing food
instability. Children receiving childcare services through childcare facilities are provided
with nutritious meals and snacks while they are in care. One other program I would like to
highlight is the TANF Noncustodial Parent Program or NCP, that is a collaboration between
Workforce Solutions, the Office of the Attorney General and the Title IV-D Court. This
program assists noncustodial parents who are behind in their child support payments with
finding employment. The program participants primarily have children who are receiving
public assistance or who are at risk of receiving public assistance. By connecting the
participants to employment, they’re in a better position to make child support payments,
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which can help move their children to greater financial stability. Collections excluding the
federal offset for El Paso were in fiscal year ’13 $2.17 million through the program. In fiscal
year ’14, $2.5 million and for fiscal year ’15, September through January, $1.3 million.
Workforce Solutions Borderplex continues to explore and engage in opportunities to get
out the word about our available employment and training services. We continue to look
for innovative ways to address the needs of individuals to connect them with employment
and a career pathway because it is through employment that individuals and families
become economically stable. We echo the recommendation from the Texas Workforce
Commission to include the delivery of workforce services in any discussion about
addressing hunger. We further recommend that any discussion to alleviate hunger includes
discussion on a national TANF and NCP Program. And that concludes my testimony.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you, Ms. Bono. All right, we’re going to open up to the
Commission for questions.
Commissioner: Well, thank you, both. I appreciate it very much and I think we all
agree on two things here and I don’t think I’m taking any license. We know that if you
have a job, you’re better off and less likely to be food insecure but we know that that
depends on you actually being job ready and skilled enough and it depends on a job
existing that you can put someone into. So the work you do is critical, obviously, and
the placement rate in the SNAP E&T Program of 80% is really quite phenomenal.
Laurie, I’d ask you to clarify a couple things, just because this is an area where not all
of us have as much, the Texas Workforce Commission also runs the TANF work
programs presumably and in there, you’re serving many other people who are joint
TANF Food Stamp recipients, not through the SNAP E&T dollars but through TANF.
Can you give us some sense of the dimension of that?
Biscoe: Sure, you’re exactly right. We administer all of the workforce education and
training, so SNAP E&T as well as our Choices, which as Janet said, is the TANF Employment
and Training Program in Texas and again, it’s a partnership between our Health and
Human Services Commission that administers the actual benefit part of the program and
the Employment and Training being administered by the Texas Workforce Commission and
within that program, I don’t have the numbers off the top of my head, but I could, they’re in
my stuff. I could get to them fairly quickly as we go through the questions but our
experience is very similar in terms of those individuals who engage and participate with us
having very positive employment results, as well.
Commissioner: That’s great. The other quick issue that I’d like you to sort of clarify
for us is that you said to consider workforce issues in our recommendations to
Congress but I know that your SNAP E&T Program is predominantly voluntary and
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you’re actually outreaching to people. Is that true that are classified as job-ready or
is your SNAP E&T Program mandatory?
Biscoe: It is mandatory for those who are determined that are work eligible, that they are
able to work.
Commissioner: So would it be fair to say, though, that you’re sort of starved for
Employment and Training funds from USDA?
Biscoe: I would hesitate to say that and I think my boss would take umbrage if I was to say
[laughter] that. I mean, we know that we can’t serve the entire population. The benefit in
Texas is that as we’ve said, we administer multiple programs. So even if they are not
coming, if individuals are not coming to us as a SNAP Employment and Training Program
because of receipt of SNAP benefits, any individual who is looking for employment and
looking for workforce assistance can come through our system and receive assistance.
Really, it’s a matter of being able to get the word out and make people aware of the services
that are available, and we’re willing to help anybody in making those connections.
Commissioner: Let me rephrase this question then so that you can answer it. So if
you had more USDA resources, could you serve more families?
Biscoe: We would certainly serve more families. We’ll use whatever the resources are that
we have to serve.
Commissioner: Didn’t mean to put you on the spot.
Biscoe: They may, and I guess the difference is the, they may not, an individual may be
served. They may not be classified as a SNAP E&T customer but they may be receiving
SNAP benefits. We just may not have outreached them through the SNAP Program.
Commissioner: I have just one last question and a quick comment. What is the
average placement rate, I mean, the average wage placement rate in Texas for your
general placement in all your workforce programs? Do you know that?
Biscoe: I don’t know for all of our programs.
Commissioner: How about for SNAP E&T?
Biscoe: I know for our Choices population, our latest data statewide was about [a] $9.22
hourly wage. I don’t have it for SNAP but I would expect that it looks very consistent with
that based on knowing the occupations that both TANF and SNAP individuals are finding
employment.
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Commissioner: So the last thing to say and thank you is since you know I know your
boss well, Larry Temple and there’s an old Del Shannon song, would you just tell him,
“Rus said hats off to Larry”?
Biscoe: I certainly will. [Laughter]
Commissioner: All right, Cherie.
Commissioner: Thank you. Thank you very much, ladies, most appreciated and
comprehensive. I have a follow up question to Rus’s. You had stated that 80%, you
have an 80% job placement rate. Do you measure retention and what might that be?
And then I have another quick question.
Biscoe: We do and I’m glad I opened. So our retention rate for SNAP customers is currently
about 87%. So 80% employment and—
Commissioner: 80%?
Biscoe:—and 87% retention.
Commissioner: That’s amazing.
Commissioner: How is retention defined?
Biscoe: Three, retaining that employment for 90 days, 3 months.
Commissioner: Three months, okay, and the second question is, do you work very
closely with your Workforce Investment Act agency in partnership with the
programs that you run with SNAP and your TANF Workforce Development
Programs? And in so doing, if you do, how do you deploy your resources relative to
the robust resources that the WIA or WIOA agencies can provide to clients? And I ask
that based on, you know, observations in the state in which I live, which has not been
doing an extraordinary job and, you know, looking at best practices and models of
how to deploy resources to serve the largest number of clients.
Biscoe: So we are the agency that administers the Workforce Investment Act Program.
Commissioner: Okay, that was not clear to me, so thank you.
Biscoe: So as, and it’s hard to know where to begin and where to stop but as we’ve talked
about, we administer all of those employment and training.
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Commissioner: Got it.
Biscoe: So WIOA, WIA, soon to be WIOA, we administer, as well and our local boards as
Janet has said, administers all of those programs being able to leverage the resources of all
of the different program areas to serve sometimes the same customer with multiple
funding streams.
Commissioner: Very good, thank you, that was just a hearing issue. Thank you very
much for your explaining.
Biscoe: You’re welcome.
Commissioner: Dr. Frank?
Commissioner: Thank you for very interesting presentations. As a pediatrician, I
appreciate your stress on childcare, which is absolutely crucial and if you give people
childcare as they job search, before they have a job, you’re ahead of Massachusetts
but I have a couple of questions. How long do you leave the work supports of
childcare and transportation in place after someone is placed? And also, Texas has a
kind of patchy healthcare access, right, who, is that an impolite thing to say? How do
you—
Biscoe: We don’t administer that.
Commissioner: No, I know you don’t but how, who determines who’s ABAWD and
what are the health criteria? And finally, I was just curious, I assume the feeding and
childcare is CACFP, is that right, which is a federal program?
Biscoe: Often times.
Commissioner: Sorry?
Biscoe: Often times.
Commissioner: Often times? Which is, so that’s a crucial part of your package is a
federal program?
Biscoe: Correct.
Commissioner: Yeah, thank you.
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Biscoe: So I don’t know that I remember the beginning questions but in terms of
determining who is, who may have medical reasons that they are not able to work, the
Health and Human Services Commission, who administers the SNAP Program, as well as
TANF Program makes those initial determinations on whether somebody has health issues
or other issues that would make them unable to work.
Commissioner: How do they determine that?
Biscoe: They receive medical information to be able to make those determinations.
Commissioner: Dr. Frank, what we can do is, Stephanie Muth, the Deputy Director of
HHSC is going to provide written testimony. She was unable to be with us today but
we can submit that question to her formally, so that she can add that to her written
testimony.
Commissioner: And there’s usually a standard screen for being job-ready that all
states employ to some degree that looks at a number of issues, physical, mental, and
otherwise.
Biscoe: And I would just note that that initial determination is made at that level and then
as individuals come and are seeking workforce services or coming to the local workforce
offices, if there are issues, such as those that have arisen or for whatever reason present
themselves, the local staff also have an opportunity to issue what is called a Good Cause
Exemption and communicate back to the Health and Human Services Commission that
there is a reason why that individual is not able to work.
Commissioner: My other question was how long do you keep the work supports in
place, the childcare and transportation, which are crucial? I mean, I agree with you
that they’re totally crucial.
Biscoe: And those are really dependent on the individual, health, childcare, in particular, is
not tied to participation in a program such as the SNAP E&T Program. It’s tied to income of
the family, so as long as the family is meeting the income threshold that care may continue
and the parents are working or are in education.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you very much for your information that you’re presenting.
It’s very important for us to learn more about what’s happening in Texas. I just, my
question was probably going to be similar to Dr. Frank’s in terms of what are the
screening tools to ensure that we’re really adequately defining someone as workready. I do research with participants in the TANF Program in Philadelphia and we
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work primarily with people who are deemed work-mandatory, in other words,
work-ready and the exposure to adversity and violence is extremely high, including
very high rates of housing insecurity. So when we asked the Secretary of HHS to
submit her testimony or perhaps you all could work on it, as well, together, I’d like to
know is the screening for work-readiness somehow inclusive of exposure to violence
and housing stability because I know that those are major work, barriers to work. So
I will scrap that one for the record, except for I want it to get somehow included in
some kind of written testimony from Texas. So I have three questions for the two of
you. One is I hear Ms. Biscoe, I hear you talking about Texas as being a Work First
state and yet, Ms. Bono, I hear you talking about how much emphasis you put on
education and GED and I know that there are time limits to the education, so I
wonder, it’s a little bit of a crash there in terms of what is the ethos of Texas and how
does that work together. That’s question number one. Question number two is in
going around the country and talking with people who participated in TANF and in
work-readiness types of experiences, they often talk about the frontline workers of
not having very good customer service skills. What types of customer services,
service training do you provide for your frontline staff? And number three, I would
like you to talk a little bit more about a special outreach that you’d provide, a special
services that you provide for people in indigenous communities across Texas. What
are you doing for people who are immigrants whose primary language is Spanish or
who may be undocumented, people who have been exposed to domestic violence,
and, finally, people who are returning from prison? Those are four very vulnerable
groups that have very high rates of food insecurity and that need special attention
when during job search, so if you could address that. I can repeat those, if you would
like. I’ll take, number one, Work First versus education.
Bono: Do you want me to, so Work First doesn’t mean that it’s work only. Work First
means that the customers go out and they test the labor market and basically, the labor
market is going to tell us whether they’re work ready or not by virtue of do they get a job or
not. Of course, there’s assessment involved, as well. So if it’s determined that someone’s not
work ready because they don’t have the skills that employers need. They might not have
the high school diploma or postsecondary skills that are needed, then we look at putting
them into education or training and then with the youth, of course, the focus is on keeping
them in school so that they can then move forward.
Commissioner: Are there time limits on the education?
Bono: As far as, and it depends, so part of it depends on the individual and what their
needs are, part of it depends on the program. As I said, with the Choices Program, the
example that I provided, someone might go into an occupational training because they
need some skills in order to become work ready but we also co-enroll them into the Work
First Investment Act and to be WIOA because we know often times that people lose their
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TANF benefits, so we don’t want that, them to have to drop out of training because they
don’t have the tuition support available. Primarily, we look at training to be completing
within a 2-year period. Sometimes it’s shorter than that, of course, depending again on
individual needs.
Commissioner: The second question was what kind of training do you provide for
customer service and appropriate screening mechanisms for your frontline workers
and by appropriate screening, that does also include training and determination of
work readiness?
Unidentified: They don’t do that.
Biscoe: So our career center staff is periodically given training in customer service. As far as
training, you’re saying for screening?
Commissioner: Yes, well, there’s the screening for work, work readiness or barriers
to work, what kind of special trainings, again, those kinds of barriers to work are
very serious, drug addition, housing insecurity, exposure to violence, mental health
issues, do your frontline staff have the ability and the training to assess that in the
population that you’re working with?
Biscoe: So part of that is part of the assessment process as far as there’s a litany of areas
that they look at for barriers to the customers and they have a tool that they can use, as
well, to kind of go through some of the things like, do they have a drug or alcohol problem?
Are they experiencing domestic violence? One of the things with domestic violence is, is
that it’s a good cause reason for some of the programs and of course, we do domestic
violence training with our customers.
Commissioner: Oh, you do?
Biscoe: I mean, not our customers, with our case managers.
Commissioner: With your frontline staff? They all receive domestic violence
training?
Biscoe: Correct.
Bono: It’s a requirement at the state level for that provision.
Commissioner: That’s really great, thank you. The last question was indigenous
community, immigrants, people who’ve experienced domestic violence, I think you
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may have touched on that, and people coming out of prison, what kind of special
programming do you have?
Biscoe: I’ll begin, one of the, with regard to immigrants and English as a second language or
people that don’t have language, one of the other programs that we, the Texas Workforce
Commission, in the last couple of years has taken on has, is, are adult education and literacy
program. And so we, there’s, as you can imagine, there’s a significant portion of that
population that are non-English speakers and so we feel very lucky to be able to have that
program to assist with the, to assist English language learners and a strong connection to
then make that transition and prepare individuals for employment. A lot of focus of that
program as it’s come over to the Texas Workforce Commission has been helping providers
that are providing those services develop and understand how to present information in a
way that can be integrated with vocational types of language and career pathways and so
it’s a work in progress but it’s one that we feel very good that that’s a direction that we’re
heading. And with regard to assisting individuals that are coming out of prisons, we, it’s a
significant population that is served through our local offices. I think I hear that every place
we go around the state, that that is a significant population with significant barriers but it’s
a population that we’ve worked with for years and local staff have connections with
employers and work with employers in understanding who is willing and will hire
individuals with those types of backgrounds and do a good job at that.
Bono: I would agree with that. We have job developers that go out and make those
connections with the employers and have built relationships, so I ditto what Laurie has
said.
Commissioner: Great, thank you. I’m going to just ask you just a very brief question
and I also have a request, I would love to do a regional site visit maybe in central
Texas to one of your Workforce Development Centers, so that I can carry that
information back. We weren’t able to visit one of your Workforce Development
Centers on this particular trip and so I’d like to go wearing my Commission hat, so
that I can inform our recommendations in DC. Of course, I’ll also want to go as the
Texas Hunger Initiative Director, as well. I commend you both. What you’re doing is
incredible, an 80% job placement rate is phenomenal and what some of my
colleagues may not realize but $9.22 an hour, if that’s what I heard, if that’s the
average placement rate, for the state of Texas, that’s actually, that’s really strong.
And so we commend you for your work. Certainly, we know that the better wages
and better employment opportunities that we can create and help get people into as
a state are going to ensure not only economic viability and reduce food insecurity but
it’ll also reduce the amount of people utilizing federal nutrition assistance programs.
We know that ultimately that’s something that the Commission’s been tasked with,
as long as, but we don’t want to rush people out the door before they are standing on
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a solid foundation. My simple question is this, is do you have an evaluation of the
SNAP E&T Program? Is that built into the program as it currently exists?
Biscoe: Evaluation, in terms, the evaluation that we use for SNAP E&T as well as all of the
programs that we are administering typically is are there outcomes? Are individuals
finding employment? Are they able to retain that employment and continue on a path to
self-sufficiency? That is our, those are our critical metrics and we’re very glad to see that
the federal government and a number of, and the reauthorization of the WI, of WIA has
captured those same types of evaluation tools in looking at all types of workforce
programs.
Commissioner: Okay, I know that’s been a concern of some of the other states that
we’ve communicated with because though y’all’s, the program here is incredibly
successful. The program in the state next door is struggling and so I know what we’re
going to want to see, how we can have some kind of a rigorous evaluation across
SNAP E&T Programs across the country, so we can see, “Wow, this is working in
Texas. What can we pull from this to share with some of our other states?” So we
thank you both for your time. Ms. Bono, Ms. Biscoe, that was very informative. I think
our Commissioners may have a few more questions but for the sake of time, we’re
going to take a brief break and invite our other members, Ms. Kori Reed and Dr. Joe
Sharkey to come present but our Commissioners may follow up with you and any
questions that they have that are not captured now, you can certainly include in your
written testimony when you submit that later. So thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you very much.
Commissioner: Thank you.
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JOSEPH SHARKEY
PROFESSOR, TEXAS A&M
Commissioner: We[‘ll] go ahead and get started. Thank you to Dr. Sharkey, who is,
though he is at A&M, he is traveling a long distance to be with us today and so we are
grateful for your presence. He is a scholar in our space. He is very well respected and
we are eager to hear what you have to say and eager for your recommendations to
the Commission. We also have Kori Reed. Kori is the head of the ConAgra Foods
Foundation. She is the Vice President at the company. In full disclosure, we receive
funding from the ConAgra Foundation, so I’m going to yield my questions for Kori
during the Commission time but the reason that we invited Kori is because she is a
leader among corporate foundations around the country and we all know that often
times organizations that are privately run organizations are submitting some of the
best practices to the corporate foundations to be funded and so on a day-in/day-out
basis, Kori is able to review some of the best approaches to reducing food insecurity
on the private side around the country and so we are very, very grateful for your
willingness to be here with us today. So again, you each have 15 minutes and then
we’ll have about 15 to 20 minutes for our Commission to ask questions. I am going to
remind my fellow Commissioners that we are going to do one question at a time and
then after we have, if we have time—
Commissioner: With three or four components. [Laughter]
Commissioner: That’s right. We’re going to have one question at a time and then if we
have time left over then we can ask subsequent questions. Does that sound good?
Commissioner: Sure.
Commissioner: I hope so. All right, Dr. Sharkey?
Sharkey: I want to first thank the National Commission on Hunger for the opportunity to
share my experiences and thoughts regarding domestic hunger and food insecurity. By
introduction, I’m a professor in the Department of Health Promotion and Community
Health Sciences at the Texas A&M School of Public Health in College Station and also
Founding Director of the Program for Research and Outreach Engagement on Nutrition and
Health Disparities Solutions also at Texas A&M. I currently direct a new USDA project to
improve children and families’ health in border communities and we’re partnering with
colleagues at New Mexico State and Mariposa Community Health Center in Nogales,
Arizona. So we’re targeting three states and we’ll use Oscar’s original definition of border
communities as being those that are along the Rio Grande. I was struck this morning when
someone was talking about kind of an experience and thinking about sandcastles in the
sand and it brought to mind the first time I gave a presentation at an international
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conference. It was in Europe and it was the first time that I was really talking about our
work in the Colonias along the lower Rio Grande Valley of Texas and I always include
within my presentations pictures. It provides context and environment, and when I started
showing pictures of the Colonias, the areas, and the people, you could hear a pin drop. It
was like all the oxygen had been sucked out of the room because the comment that I got
was, “That’s not the United States, that can’t possibly be.” And it was really my first
introduction to what some folks often think of as a third world area is really in reality what
we see every day in the lower Rio Grande Valley and to many of the residents they’re quite
proud of what they have because it is so much better than what they had before when they
lived in Mexico.
I’ve learned much from my experiences of individuals and families who reside in the many
Colonias, in the lower Rio Grande Valley and especially from the Promotoras De Salud, or
community health workers who serve these underserved and often forgotten communities.
As a matter of fact, most of the folks who live down there really think that their
communities are quite forgotten. For almost 10 years I’ve been collaborating with
promotoras in areas of Colonias and Hidalgo County, primarily areas that are considered
functionally rural. There’s a national health epidemic of non-communicable diseases, such
as obesity, type two diabetes, and cardiovascular disease, which is more pronounced along
the border and which is more pronounced especially among children now along the border.
All three have a nutrition component. We could also say that there’s a national epidemic of
very low food security, and hunger also more pronounced along the border. The Colonias
are in areas of persistent poverty and persistent food insecurity and hunger. Some of the
population characteristics may include country of birth, primarily Mexico, Spanish
language spoken at home, low education, high unemployment, household crowding, and
increased stress and mental health issues, and, in addition, most of the school districts are
consolidated school districts, which means that the children are on school buses for
extended periods of time which eliminate many opportunities for after school activities,
excuse me.
Residents face locational disadvantage for food, activities, service, and health care
resources. The population is hard to reach and underrepresented in national surveillance
in surveys and are often disconnected from major programs. The structural and contextual
challenges are great, a lack of public transportation, crime, basic infrastructure needs in
some areas is running water or sewage and other environmental hazards. Of added
importance is these communities may serve as an archetype for new immigrant destination
communities throughout non-gateway areas in the United States. So this is not uncommon
[to] similar areas that we now see in North Carolina, Iowa, Tennessee, Oregon, a whole lot
of areas throughout the United States. My work takes a lifespan approach with the priority
population being children, adolescents, adults, and seniors. We engage community partners
in our projects. Our community-based participatory approach integrates surveys,
interviews, group discussions, participant observations, and training. Key to our work is
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the active engagement of promotoras, who have self-identified as promotora researchers.
They have received comprehensive training and research methods, which they feel sets
them apart from other promotoras and they feel helps them to be better promotoras but
they are first and foremost promotoras with a heart for the communities and residents
they serve.
I’ve come to observe through their eyes and through their context and appreciate the
resilience and connectedness of many Colonia residents who have become entrepreneurs
and started part-time or full-time microenterprises or small businesses out of their homes
in order to pay bills. They may sell food plates, tamales or fruit cups, or have a tiendita or
small store in their home to market snacks and other items in the neighborhood. These
parents also strive for their children to succeed in school and life. This requires proper
nutrition every day, on weekends, and during the summer. Colonia residents face
challenges to several components of access to food security, whether it be economic,
physical, or being able to maintain safe supplies within their homes, due to storage and
refrigeration. Our understanding of the experience of community residence along this kind
of food security continuum, if you think of from food security, from food security to hunger,
is a result of several research and outreach initiatives in south Texas and I’ll highlight just a
few of these. The first was an examination of the availability and accessibility of foods
within homes and how it may vary during the course of a month. So our promotoras went
into homes four times during a one-month period to actually document the foods that were
present in the homes, the type foods, and the amounts. Overall, we found a lack of quality
and quantity of foods and a variability in the quality of storage and refrigeration. In many
homes you could see the difference in food availability depending on how long it had been
since they received their SNAP benefits.
In 2009 our promotoras recruited 610 women from two communities to participate in a
face-to-face Spanish language interview in their homes. This was one of the first reports to
document the alarmingly high rates of household and child food insecurity along the
border. Among some of the findings and experiences from these 610 women were that
78% of the households were food insecure; 61% of households with children were food
insecure, which was related to income and employment as was previously discussed. In
almost 18% of households there was no adult employed full-time or part-time. Fifty-one
percent reported that they sometimes or often the children are hungry but they cannot
afford food. At the time of the surveys many homes had little or no food in the home
because we did household food inventories at that same time. Fifty-five percent received
SNAP benefits but the benefits lasted on average less than 20 days. The severity of food
insecurity was an increased problem for these families during the summer and many of the
homes were without electricity and surprisingly, few of the families utilized emergency
food sources, whether it was based on knowledge, requirements, because requirements
varied in different areas within Hidalgo County, or the frequency. We followed this in 2012
with our promotoras completing almost 2,600 Spanish language surveys going to door-to74

door throughout Hidalgo County and these did not include the Colonias that we had
surveyed back in 2009. Residents reported some of the following, as far as lacking
sufficient quality of food in the household, 77%, inadequate quantity of food, about 27%,
experiencing some form of hunger, 26%. Some households had no food in the household at
all, 7%, and that’s 7% of 2,600 and 23% reported that they ran out of food. In one
household there was only some chicken parts in the refrigerator and the mother stated that
the reason she had those chicken parts in the refrigerator was so that if her children should
open the refrigerator, they would not see that there was nothing there. It was evidence that
there was something there. So although SNAP benefits were important, there were several
reasons given that affected the overall value of SNAP benefits. The adequacy of benefits
given the household size and food costs, cost-time tradeoffs, geographic variation in food
prices, even among the same stores, and spatial access to affordable foods. We followed
that with a multiyear initiative with mother/child pairs, where we conducted surveys in
the home during the school year and during the summertime, and in this particular case we
were very much interested in not only the mothers’ perspectives but the children’s
perspective. And from a children’s perspective we found that food insecurity was worse
during the summer. They worried about having enough food. They knew that there were
problems with food in the house and they would have to adopt different types of strategies,
such as trying not to eat a lot.
They also talked that there was some benefits from the school lunch program but it was not
enough to prevent a child[‘s] hunger. When asked about school meals, almost all children
who, most all children were eligible for the school breakfast program and the National
School Lunch Program, children talked about the food that was thrown out. Part of this may
be due to restrictions on school breakfast. You could not take it into the classroom and if
the school bus was late, you missed breakfast, or for lunch, limited variety, limited taste,
and limited time. You had less than 30 minutes to get from your previous class to the
lunchroom, go through the lunchroom, eat your lunch, get rid of the tray and get to your,
and go to your next class. And surprisingly, this initiative provided our first indication of a
high rate of depressive symptoms among children and that was something that we were
first tipped off to by our promotoras and we chose to measure it at this time. And the last
initiative I’ll mention was to reduce the risk for hunger among seniors in the area and we
had a project entitled No Más Hambre and it included group discussions with 95 seniors,
surveys completed by 508 seniors and the development and pilot testing of a nutrition
education and skill building curriculum to be delivered in the home. Some of the reports
from those who participated in the group discussions, 68% of them reported very low food
security, even though some participated in congregate nutrition programs. One of the most
striking examples of coping with hunger was stated by a woman, [Speaking Spanish],
where in essence, she mentally tied her guts in a knot so that hunger became a tolerable
situation. Alluding to the point, one participant admitted that she and her husband went to
a nutrition class and were taught how to read food labels. She said that this is all good
information but we don’t know how to read. These individuals are not unlike many older
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adults in the Colonias, who’ve experienced difficulties throughout the life cycle due to
literacy but they did all agree that potential skill-building discussions should include
strategies on how to budget their money, how to acquire and budget SNAP benefits, et
cetera, as well as learning how to purchase, prepare, and store their food supply in order to
make it last, which is really what led to the development of this program.
And so based on the experiences from these seniors and these group discussions and
surveys, we developed No Más Hambre and it was developed by one of my doctoral
students, Major Brenda Bustillos, who’s a registered dietician/nutritionist and she’s a
dietician with the U.S. Army, to provide intrinsic value for promotoras ,and participants,
address and combat hunger through pragmatic solutions that included understanding and
taking into consideration the context, cultural and linguistic considerations. Weekly lessons
included general nutrition for aging, food budgeting, food shopping, food safety, and food
preparations. In addition, they developed a booklet of formal/informal resources that were
available in Hidalgo County. The lessons were well-received and shared by participants
with their friends and neighbors. We’ve also done projects that involved emergency food
boxes, which we did on our own as a response to the promotoras who would be in homes
on one of our other projects and identify that they were in a home where there was nothing
there to eat and they said, “Listen, we’re promotoras, we have to be able to do something,”
and so we were able to put that together. And then, finally, I’ll just talk about some
recommendations for effective ways of reducing very low food security and this is kind of a
laundry list. Multi-sector partnerships that engage the community and community
residents, involve existing partnerships to expand their focus to include food security and
developing partnerships designed to link programs to increase utilization. I think that’s the
one metric we really don’t have a handle on. We have a handle on participation but we
don’t have a handle on utilization. So, you know, we’re able to serve X-number of meals
within a school, how much of the food is actually eaten and how much of it is eaten by those
children? Crosstalk [is needed] among the USDA, the Older Americans Act and other
programs at the federal, state, and local level. Linking organizations with different
purposes, for example, summer meals with life skills, engaging 4H, teen health advisors,
afterschool and other programs.
Also, [for] the National Center for Farm Workers Health, a big one is reducing travel costs.
Somehow encouraging grocery stores to provide transportation, not just to those places
that are in very close proximity to the stores but to those neighborhoods that would shop
there but are unable to because of the access issues. And then increased participation and
utilization of the school lunch and the school breakfast programs through acceptable meals
and sufficient time for consumption. And the key, you know, we’ve talked about, nutrition
education. Several have talked about nutrition education but the big component that we’ve
found is the inclusion of skill-building. It’s not enough to do a pretest. We do this education
module. We do a posttest. They’ve learned something. They go away. They’re unable to
manage their diabetes and we say, “Oh, it’s not the education. It’s obvious compliance. It’s
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obvious willingness. They choose not to.” And it may ignore the fact that they live 10 miles
from a grocery store and they can’t go there. So the key is really being able to take into
consideration the context in which people live. We found with our senior program, it was
critical. Some seniors did not have adequate refrigeration. For some, the cooking facilities
may have been a hot plate. So how do you modify and target your education and skillbuilding to help the person in the situation in which they live? And then, finally, I think we
need to take family-centered approaches, multigenerational approaches. I think one
program that’s underutilized is early childcare nutrition. That’s a big program and it is
totally unutilized and then, finally, community clinic partnerships and especially, when you
think about also hospital discharge planning to include assessment of food security and
solutions, and I’ll stop there.
Commissioner: Thank you very much.
Commissioner: I’ll be honest. I kind of think that we just need to ask Dr. Sharkey to
write this report for us [Laughter] and that was incredible. That was incredible.
Thank you so much for coming. I shudder at the fact that we almost didn’t have you
here, so I’m very glad. I’m very glad that you’re here. That was very comprehensive.
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KORI REED
CONAGRA FOODS FOUNDATION
Commissioner: All right, Ms. Reed?
Reed: Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. In preparing for this, I did actually
read through the minutes of the last year of your work and you certainly have gotten a lot
of input and experts from people that we actually admire in the space and how we decide
to invest and fund and I will reference those. So ConAgra Foods and the ConAgra Foods
Foundation have invested in food insecurity, in particular child food insecurity, for more
than two decades. And the Foundation has a legacy of being a first to fund in initiatives and
embracing innovative pilots, bringing them to scale, things like afterschool feeding
programs and kids’ cafés all the way to a child hunger corps, which is modeled after Teach
for America, putting young professionals in a food bank for two years doing assessment,
implementing programs, measuring results, and then how do we bring them to scale. And
so our work spans both from program to capacity building and research in the space. And
over the years we’ve continued to evolve that strategy, growing in that support because we
really look for a data-driven evidence-based interventions and the same way we approach
programs as a corporation. How do we invest, look at the problem, what evidence works
and how do we invest behind those, take our learnings and apply that again to a new
model? That’s the way we work. So for perspective, this is not a commercial but just to put
into context who we are, why we fund what we do, ConAgra Foods is one of the leading
packaged goods companies, so most people don’t know who we are by our name, ConAgra
Foods. We make a number of household brands from Orville, Hunts, Banquet, Healthy
Choice, and more, including private-branded label products. The reason I say that is we’re
actually in 99% of households.
When it comes to serving the general population we have a wide range of views of different
levels of income and how people adapt and address and the food that they purchase. So
that is a signature cause for a company. We address it a number of ways, from the
traditional food donations, working with food banks to engaging our employees, all the way
from general volunteering to skills-based volunteering and certainly, investing heavily
behind the foundation grants that we do, as well as engaging consumers in the fight and
one of the biggest challenges in this space is people being aware this is an issue and how do
we get people to engage from a community level and also at a national level to make it a
real call to action. In full disclosure, reading through the minutes again, I just want to make
sure that, as Jeremy mentioned, we have worked with and funded a number of groups that
have testified before you. So we have worked with Feeding America for 20 years, Food
Research Action Center, New York City Hunger Coalition. We fund all those efforts and then
we’ve also worked with Hunger Free Colorado, who testified earlier today, the Academy of
Nutrition and Dietetics, Linda, who spoke here, the Project GENIE she mentioned, that’s
something we funded because we asked the question, “What does good nutrition education
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look like?” We were getting thousands of requests and we went to the experts to say, “What
does good look like?” So it was ironic that she brought that up today. I said, “Oh, my gosh,
that’s some work that we’ve done.” I’m glad to hear that’s really getting some attention.
We’ve also worked with the Texas Hunger Initiative and over time, Share our Strength,
Hunger Free Communities, and the Children’s Health Watch. And so we have really over
time seen the value of the work that’s being done. I just want to congratulate everyone for
the work that they’ve done. We’ve been proud of that work and it’s also allowed us to apply
a learning and, as Jeremy mentioned, given us a broad perspective of what’s happening out
there in the community.
And in addition to looking at food insecurity over this 20 years, we’ve also done, in addition
to work with partners, we’ve invested in some efforts ourself. So one thing our CEO said is,
“Hey, if we’re going to talk about hunger, how do we actually end it in our own backyard?”
So we started a collective impact initiative in our community and we worked with Dr. Craig
Gunderson to find out what does the evidence say? What are the interventions that actually
work? What does the data, what does the evidence say will actually drive change? So with
him, we found out the five evidence-based interventions. Of course, SNAP, one of the
leading ones, you’ve heard that many times in past testimony and today, the value of that
program, school nutrition programs, lunch and breakfast, as well as pantries, low cost food
and food budgeting skills. So all those interventions, we’re working on putting in place and
we’ve actually established a goal of reducing food insecurity by 10% over 3 years. To really
find out can we pilot specific things in a community and see what works and what learning
we’ll have and we’re using the six question food security metric, as well as hunger coping
strategies, which I think is an incredibly great tool under-tapped resource and I was telling
Miranda before, I pulled up a study on hunger coping strategies, Miranda’s done a great
paper on that, around what people experience and what they do and I think this is really
critical when we talk about understanding this issue. It’s one thing for society to say they
can ignore hunger, right, people choose to. Unfortunately, they do. It’s one of those issues
that I’m glad this Commission is here but it’s something people can easily brush by. We
start talking about coping strategies, both acceptable and what we’d consider socially
unacceptable, that might spur more of a call to action.
So watering down formula, we know that’s wrong. We know that effect on children. We
have issues like dumpster diving. That’s not acceptable but yet, we have that happening.
We have people selling off wedding rings and pawning things so that they can actually feed
their children or the example that you gave, Dr. Sharkey, of putting things in the
refrigerator so that people actually mentally feel like there’s food there, when there really
isn’t. So one of my big recommendations I’ll get to later is around how do we look at that
food insecurity metric and module and combine that with a hunger coping strategy scale
and how do we get this to be a more actionable data-driven research that we can take
action on because we know these things are happening in communities? So borrowing from
an esteemed colleague in this space, we know that informed engagement and I look at
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Jeremy when I say that, informed engagement is something that we really believe in
looking at [inaudible] and ideas, measuring the impact for sustainable implementation and
using those evidence-based interventions to expand and take more effect and I think we all
know that when we talk about the parties that are involved in driving change, they’re
varied from, we’ve heard today, government, federal and state government, nonprofit
organizations, universities do great, terrific research right in the communities, our
taxpayers are actually funding these efforts, people in the communities, tapping the people
that are actually receiving the benefits.
I also want to champion and I appreciate the opportunity for a corporation to be
embedded, even though I’m representing the ConAgra Foods Foundation, corporations. I
lead a corporate coalition of groups that fight hunger in this space and there are a number
of us that are out there really trying to do our effort. But to get to your point, Deborah,
earlier, we are very clear that the federal government is one of the largest funders in this
space and those programs are extremely valuable and important. And that is a system that
needs to work, including all efforts, so it’s not just the federal government. It is about how
we work together and leverage those assets and that takes a lot of mapping. And
specifically, to public/private partnerships, just want to call out Oscar and even Texas A&M,
great. I think one of the best programs that the federal government has that I hope they’re, I
would certainly hope they’re aware of, is the university extension programs. When you
look at land grant universities in the USDA funding, even though they [inaudible] grade
schools, not criticizing those at all but I think when you look at the reach of the extension
programs in every county across this country and the caliber of great programs that
universities do, professors like Dr. Sharkey, that’s just an incredible, I think, untapped
resource from a scale standpoint that I think we’ve ever seen and really have incredible
power there. So while I think that certainly evidence shows around SNAP and other
programs we mentioned, WIC, all the federal programs, what I want to take is a little bit
different approach on the recommendations I’m going to talk about and it’s more about the
process of how we work because I certainly think we’ve seen across the country a number
of great things, and reading your testimony and hearing this today, I think we have a lot of
evidence and if I were you, my head would be swimming right now as a Commissioner
because in my role, I have to often take complex information and pare it down to a one
pager, which I have asked Mariana to help me with many a time, even info-graphic but how
you take all this and pare it down, I think is incredible.
So my recommendations are really going to be around how the work gets done,
benchmarks evaluation and accountability that I’ve seen across the board. So the first one
I’d say reinforce, rewarding and reinforcing community efforts that enhance the
effectiveness of collaboration and systems and design thinking. I’ll talk about each of these
in a moment. Creating, as I mentioned, a food security module plus metric, developing one
unified theory of change and proxy metrics that enhance reporting and accountability. I
think this is going to be key to get us all on the same page. When I was listening earlier, we
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talk about the workforce development team and they looked at systems mapping, we
mentioned work readiness, health issues, education readiness, hunger, housing, violence,
indigenous populations, mental health. That is a lot to put on an issue like hunger and so
when you think about systems mapping and bringing those together, critical issues, we
know they’re intervention, they’re intervening and crossing over, but how do we really
process map[ping] and get a unified theory of change that we can really be clear about our
objective in a charter of what we’re trying to accomplish. And then, I think, looking beyond
funding resources from corporations, there are other skill sets that these unusual suspects
can bring to the table because every day companies are maniacal problem solvers and
there are systems and process tools and when you think about great consulting firms, like
McKenzie and VCG, and there are tools that we have and people that we have in our
organizations that are experts at process engineering that can certainly help with this from
a skills-based opportunity standpoint.
So to get a little bit into the whole idea of what I first talked about, which is that whole idea
of reinforcing community collaboration, I saw in the RTI report that collaboration is one
thing that’s mentioned. It’s an overused term, I think, in this space a lot and I think we can’t
overemphasize the importance of that because when you look at the focus that you have in
terms of very low food security, I do applaud this Commission for selecting a very
segmented group. It’s the best way to implement change is how to identify your clear target
and be clear in your charter. I think the challenge, also, of that, the beautiful aspect of that is
that that particular audience needs a lot of information, interventions, and not one is going
to work and so how do we actually look at all the things that are necessary and make that
collaboration happen? I attended a collective impact forum, which Aspen Institute and the,
put on and things like when you come to the table, it’s more like potluck than it is poker, so
many of us come to the table really wanting to, what’s our stake in the game, when you
really think about how you’re going to do this collaboration and collective impact initiative,
it’s about what you’re going to put into it more than what you’re going to get out of it, what
assets do you bring? The need for systems and process leadership, I really applaud people
in the community because when you think about what it takes to keep someone at the
table, in my company, when I’m at a table, often, our CEO or my boss has said, “Hey, you
better be there.” So even if I’m [inaudible] or not, I’m going to be at the table, right, there’s a
motivation for me. In the community, when it’s talking about collaboration, that is a specific
leadership skill in helping people stay at the table when they can opt out at any time and I
applaud any community leader who is doing that in this space today. It’s incredibly
challenging.
So I bring this up more for the standpoint of when I look at recommendations, how do we
build that infrastructure to allow this collaboration to happen? It’s not just saying
collaboration. There is a whole aspect of going beyond collegial relationships to how to
work together, how to build an accountability, and how to really make that happen. And are
we asking individuals when we do grants, “How are you working together? How are you
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bringing multiple agencies together, not just what your metrics are, but is there some
unified goal at the table that helps you and what are, and how are you keeping that north
star right there?”
And Dr. Sharkey already mentioned community-based participatory research, which I think
is excellent and a little bit different way than we typically look at research in this space.
And I’d also say when it comes to the area of community plus metrics, we talked about the
interrelated systems of violence and hunger and housing and all that, how that comes
together. I really think how are we mapping those systems, like I mentioned, to see where
the overlap is and what can really, really affect change. So there might be correlating
factors, some higher than others. How do we really hone in and address what’s going to
make a difference in that space? And this is where I think the idea of taking the food
security, food insecurity module and the hunger coping and bringing those together could
really be a development in the space of crystallizing what those behaviors look like and
what we’re trying to change and it can help the community better see what those look like.
Having a story like putting parts of a chicken in a refrigerator is going to be much more
impactful than to say, “Somebody’s food insecure.”
And so I’m a big fan of modify, of theory of change, a logic model that is unified for all of us
in universal, so we really don’t get distracted by some other important issues but really
focus on what we want to accomplish and then I’d say, also, just from a corporation
standpoint that corporations and side companies, we, as I mentioned, are maniacal
problem solvers every day and there are tools are our disposal. We are asked many times
as funders to look at any different, any number of different initiatives but rarely asked for
our viewpoint in terms of how to change, so thank you for this opportunity today and I just
want to take that to say when we think about skills-based volunteering and getting people
engaged, we have people that are process engineers at a company, what they do every day
is to look at how do we take waste out of a system, how do we look more efficiently [at]
work, we are measured on that on a regular basis and so what I would say, would implore
the Commission to do is take that back to the federal government, that how can we work
with corporations and yes, there might be differences at times but let’s figure out how to
set those aside for the good of the benefit and how do we leverage those assets that we
bring to the table because there are tons of skills there that can really help drive this issue
forward.
Commissioner: Excellent.
Commissioner: Thank you.
Commissioner: Thank you. All right, we have about 11 minutes for questions. We are
going to be shifting into the public component of our hearing. Dr. Frank?
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Commissioner: That’s fascinating, both of you, thank you. As I walk, can I ask you is
the hunger coping strategy measure published and validated?
Reed: So we are, in the experiment we’re doing in Nebraska, we’re actually doing that. We
took all, scanned all the research to find out, so that’s our next step in this collaborative
initiative we’re doing in Omaha right now. We are working on that piece but there are,
Mariana, I think there are, the hunger coping that you guys [have] done, that was validated
metrics or are those just behaviors you pulled out from the—
Commissioner: Those are behaviors that I’ve pulled out from my own research and
from other people’s research and also, Dr. Anater has worked on the coping
strategies but I don’t know if we have something validated. It would be great to be
able to validate something.
Commissioner: And how long is it?
Reed: The study that we’re doing?
Commissioner: No, no, the hunger coping interview?
Reed: Well, I think there are different scales. The one that I would say, I think we, I can put
those in attachments, the one that we’re seeing and the one we’re working on, and so we
are working with a group called the Gretchen Swanson Center in Omaha, Nebraska, and
they’re actually pulling that together and asking people in our community. So doing much
community-based research like Dr. Sharkey and we can share that.
Commissioner: That’s really exciting. Thank you.
Commissioner: All right, thanks. Rus?
Commissioner: Well, thank you, both. Does this microphone work? Okay, thank you,
both. I found it fascinating. Let me ask a question, just that maybe helps us present
what we ultimately have to do in a final report at the end of October and it’s really,
it’s a big question. It’s a macro question but I’d love your thoughts. We’re on a
tightrope, obviously. We’re a bipartisanly appointed commission. We hope not to
suffer from the same political inertia that infects Congress, in spite of that, we hope
to come up with a worthy report that we can agree on some issues and, you know,
but with all that said, and agreeing with both of you fully that governments the
biggest engine around and really has to be the leader in all this. There are limitations
and one of the greatest discussions that began back in the early 90s and morphed
into the TANF Block Grant was, what is the balance between government
intervention and individual responsibility and how do we, given, you know, given
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that that’s going to be a construct around which we have to address, I’m just sure, I’m
curious about your thoughts about presenting that.
Reed: So this is why I’m a big fan of theories of change or logic models, I think what
happens is these issues, this is really a complex issue. So to borrow a phrase from Share our
Strength, feeding a kid is not challenging, ending hunger is, right? That is a, and if we look at
it, it’s a household financial metric and so I think really to get really clear on this because
quite frankly, we, you guys have studied this for a year. We study this, most of us, on a daily
basis. The people we’re presenting to aren’t looking at this as much as we are and there are
a lot of myths out there and misperceptions in this space about what’s effective, what isn’t,
and so I really think to influence groups, how do we create that simplified theory of
change? I’m going to say for now one pager, that’s a corporate language world [laughter]
but how do we create that? So we’re getting people aligned along the same lines and we
might recognize there’s some controversial topics that fall outside of that and one of those
is, if you look at systems mapping, what’s the individual’s role within the space? How are
they acting? What are the different parties’ roles? And so really doing some mapping, which
happens a lot in consulting firms and corporations, that we can start identifying that and
creating a story.
Sharkey: I think from my perspective, when I start thinking about balancing between
government and the individual, it’s seeing where the tipping point is when we think about
government benefits, government programs and what we can do to greater, to use the term
“empower”, to empower individuals to make the right choices, to develop strategies that
work with limited resources. I don’t think there’s enough money out there to completely
eradicate the problem. There’s not. So the question then is, is then what [do] we do? How
do we build the strength within individuals and families to at least make those incremental
steps to actually improve their overall health? The answer may not be completely
eliminating all food insecurity but it may be moving people from hunger to low food
security. It may be moving people from low food security to food security and I really think
it’s going to be something that [is] incremental but I think if it’s presented in a way that
balances both, that puts some responsibility on the government as far as funding certain
types of programs, whether it’s the food assistance programs or it’s Work First Programs
or it’s, you know, kind of all of the above but at the same time, recognizes the role that the
individual plays in it. I think one of the biggest missing points I think in all of this is, you
know, kind of the hidden facilitator out there, our promotoras and they’re not just in Texas.
It’s everywhere in the United States, whether you call them community health advisors, lay
health advisors, but they’re trusted by the community. They understand the community.
They know the community. They can work with the community. I remember years ago
before I started working a lot with promotoras, that I remember there was a cancer
network that was operated out of, I think it was Mississippi State, that involved all of the
southeast and it was primarily African-American women who would work with other
African-American women as far as either preventing or managing cancer and so we’ve seen
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this type of model, you know, whether we called it the lay health advisor or, you know,
someone coming from the community. I think that’s the way we build power with the
individuals and with the families and at the same time, that’s how we sustain it, you know,
because so, for so often we hear in communities that you have a grant to do a project. You
come in, you do a project. The grant money goes away. The project goes away. And for
many communities, they would just as soon don’t even come here if you’re going to give it
to me and then take it away, you know. So we think about, well, how can we build, you
know, the infrastructure, not only within the community but within the family in order to
sustain these efforts.
Commissioner: Dr. Sharkey, Ms. Reed, thank you both for taking your time.
Commissioner: Cherie has a question.
Commissioner: Okay, go ahead. We have time for one more.
Commissioner: Yes, we do.
Commissioner: Oh, okay, thank you. I’m sorry, Kori, thank you, both, so much for
your incredible testimony and your rapid fire delivery, which really makes
everybody pay attention and take good notes, rapidly. Your cross-sector approach,
Dr. Sharkey, and Ms. Reed, your collective impact model, I mean, they’re just born to
be together. And my question really to you is, is the model that you’re working on
specifically devoted to hunger or is it around the social determinants of health and is
it published? Is it available? Is it happening now? What’s going on with that?
Reed: So we are, and I’m happy to share this, too, when I submit our report, we’re in year
two of a three-year venture. So we use the six question food security metric plus the hunger
coping strategies. We’ve invested behind these five interventions. So the idea is we’ll invest
close to $5 million over the next three years in these interventions and we’re working with
a measurement from the Gretchen Swanson Center for Nutrition to actually do metrics
baseline and we’re getting our new metrics. I’ll have year one results for you and so there
are other interventions that happened. So we have three pantries that are now
collaborating together. They didn’t collaborate before but when people are going, the food
is what gets them in the door. They’re offering other services when they come in. So asking
those questions you alluded to earlier, “What other health issues are you having? What else
is happening in your family? What other kind of services do you need?” So it does go
beyond, we’re calling this a hunger initiative but it does go beyond.
Commissioner: So it’s primarily a screening model?
Reed: It’s—
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Commissioner: Are you using that to implement, I’m sorry, to follow up—
Reed: No, we’re not, so it’s really a, really we’re investing behind these five evidence-based
interventions. So it could be, for example, Nebraska right now is 49th out of 50 states in
terms of school breakfast enrollment. So we have a Memorandum of Understanding with
the Omaha Public Schools, the largest school district, to figure out how we can incentivize
schools to do more breakfast. Will that work?
Commissioner: Got it.
Reed: That’s one intervention. Another intervention is food budgeting skills. How are we
working with low income families, single family, head of household, in particular, to help
them understand how they can avoid getting in the pitfall of, you know, once they have
behind on a credit card payment or a paycheck, how do I do that? How are we helping put
corner stores in to food desert areas? So it is a multiple partner intervention effort.
Commissioner: Got it, thank you, thank you very much.
Commissioner: That will conclude our time. We thank you both. That was very
informative. [applause]
Commissioner: Thank you very much.
Commissioner: At 4:00 we’ll begin our public hearing, so we’d certainly love for you
to participate in that, too.
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